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Abstract

Automated Planning (AP) is a key component of Artificial General Intelligence and has been successfully employed in applications ranging from scheduling observations of Hubble Space Telescope to generating dialogue agents. A significant bottleneck for its widespread adoption is acquiring accurate domain models which formally encode the planning problem’s environment. Traditionally, these domain models have been hand-coded by human experts and knowledge engineers. However, manually encoding domain models is an increasingly difficult task when one moves away from toy domains towards complex real-world problem scenarios.

To resolve this, the AP community has developed several systems to automatically acquire domain models from valid sequences of actions called plans. This approach has two significant issues. First, the generated domain models might be incomplete, error-prone, and hard to understand and/or modify. Second, most domain learning approaches are based on data-intensive inductive learning, which needs large quantities of structured data (plans) to converge. This data is seldom available without an accurate domain model, which leads to a causality dilemma.

To mitigate these issues, we take advantage of readily available and easy to craft Natural Language (NL) data. We present a pipeline called NLtoPDDL, which takes as input a classical domain’s process manual written in a natural language and outputs its Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) model. Specifically, NLtoPDDL does this in two steps: first, it combines pre-trained contextual embeddings with an approach developed in previous research [33] that extracted structured plans from NL data using Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL), and a consequence, NLtoPDDL beats the Feng et al. [33]’s model which is the current state-of-the-art on action sequence extraction problem; second, it uses the trained DRL model from the first step to extract structured plans from a domain process manual and employs a modified Learning Object Centered Models (LOCM2) algorithm [25] to one-shot learn a PDDL model. Finally, we showcase the effectiveness of our pipeline on four planning domains of varying complexities, by evaluating our learned domain models for soundness, completeness, validity and intuitiveness.
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Automated Planning (AP) is a branch of Artificial Intelligence (AI) which concerns the autonomous realisation of a plan: a sequence of actions that transforms the environment from an initial state to the desired goal state while adhering to specified performance measures and constraints. AP allows for an autonomous agent to computationally think and anticipate future events to reach its objectives and thus, forms an important component of Artificial General Intelligence.

The very first application of AP, a robot named Shakey [94] uses STanford Research Institute Problem Solver (STRIPS) [34] as a planner to determine plans for moving boxes in an office environment. Since the days of Shakey, the AP community has made huge advances in developing fast and robust domain-independent planners such as BFWS [37, 77], FF [60], and FD [56, 57, 110, 111] which work for a wide range of domains. For instance, domain-independent planning has been successfully employed in space mission operations [21, 66], urban traffic control [22, 122], and generating dialogues [16]. Furthermore, major breakthroughs have happened in AI by combining planning with deep learning. For example, the famous Go\(^1\) playing computer program AlphaGo [113] used a planning technique called Monte-Carlo tree search with a neural network acting as a heuristic generator, to select the next best action.

As we know the rules of Go game, it may be trivial to encode its domain knowledge into the system for using Monte-Carlo tree search. Yet, as we move away from the toy and game-like environments to real-world environments like controlling a space-aircraft, it becomes increasingly difficult and time-consuming to model the dynamics of a domain for computational use. Thus, despite the accomplishments, the amount and sophistication of Knowledge Engineering (KE) required limits the widespread adoption of AP systems. In particular, we need the domain model, which is a formal representation of the system in which we want to plan, and the problem definition, which comprises of our planning problem's initial and goal state, to use a domain-independent planner as shown in Figure 1.1. For this purpose, the AP community has developed Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [36, 45], which has become the de facto standard to encode domain knowledge. Once we have the domain model in PDDL, we can use it without changes to solve several problems, which are specified using a problem definition (a tuple of initial and the desired goal state).

Figure 1.2 shows the PDDL model for a simple gripper domain, which comprises of two parts:

\(^1\)https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Go\_(game)
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Figure 1.1: Automated Planning System: A domain-independent solver or planner takes two inputs: 1) the domain model written in a planning language and 2) a problem definition that describes the initial state $i$ and the desired goal state $g$ using the domain model's terminology; and produces as output a plan, that is, a sequence of actions that takes the agent from the initial state to the goal state.

- the \textit{predicates} that describe the state of an agent, and
- an \textit{action model} which defines what are the action choices available for an agent, the \textit{preconditions} of when a specific action can be performed, and the \textit{effects} of performing that particular action.

This work concentrates on the problem of acquiring such domain models for complex real-world problems. We present an automated KE tool called \textit{NLtoPDDL}, which learns a valid and intuitive PDDL model from a natural language process manual describing an example sequence of actions taken in the domain. Imagine, describing how you planned your last week to a virtual assistant like Siri\footnote{https://www.apple.com/siri/} in a natural language, for the virtual agent to create the domain model about what you have described and plan the next week for you while fulfilling your mentioned goals. Apart from this practical application in teacher-student settings, the scientific motivation of knowledge engineering and modelling the world around us for computational use is at the heart of our approach. In the next section, we describe our rationale behind and need for such an approach in terms of the work that has already been done in the automated planning community.

1.1. Motivation

There are two methods for acquiring domain models: the traditional way of manually writing it, or an automated way of learning the domain model from some input data. We look at both paradigms and motivate our approach through their shortcomings.

1.1.1. Manual Domain Model Acquisition

Traditionally for complex real-world problems, domain models are written manually through the collaboration among human Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) and human Knowledge Engineers (KEs). The SMEs know the dynamics of the domain in some natural language but do not necessarily have expertise in representing it in a formal planning language. The KEs extract this knowledge from the SMEs to formulate a syntactically and semantically valid PDDL domain model to be used by the off-the-shelf planner. This process is an iterative process in which multiple verification and validation (V&V) loops are incorporated via
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Figure 1.2: Gripper domain PDDL model: A robot moves balls from one room to another using actions move, pick and drop.

Simulations and debugging, which makes it time-consuming. Figure 1.3 summarises the manual domain model acquisition.

![Diagram of verification and validation (V&V) process]

Figure 1.3: Manual Domain Model Acquisition: the paradigm works in real-world scenarios but is time-consuming and non-scalable.

Many knowledge engineering tools have been developed to help SMEs and KEs. These range from Integrated Development Environments (IDE) like myPDDL [116] to Graphical User Interface (GUI) tools such as itSIMPLE [124]. Despite these tools, the traditional way to acquire domain models is time-consuming, error-prone, labour-intensive and difficult to scale for bigger planning problems because of the enlisted challenges:

- **The inherent complexity of real-world problems:** Automated Planning is usually required in complex tasks for which humans can't plan effectively. This might be due to problem's large-scale such as planning logistics delivery of orders placed on an e-commerce site for a city, or due to constraints like the degree of autonomy required, like in space missions owing to limited data transfer link capacity. The scale of such problems make it very time-consuming or even infeasible to create an action model.
Introduction with all its preconditions and effects.

- **Human beings are prone to errors and omissions**: The decision problem of whether a plan exists for a problem definition is a PSPACE hard problem [18, 31, 46] for most cases. Thus, the quality of plans generated from a domain-independent planner is dependent on the quality of domain models. Effective communication between the KEs and SMEs is required to build an accurate domain model. It is possible that the intricacies of the domain cannot be described in words. Omissions could lead to additional iterations of validation and coding, making it an increasingly time-consuming task. Thus, the quality of the domain model varies with 'expertness' of the SMEs and KEs.

- **Limitations related to manual KE tools**: Although IDEs like myPDDL [116], help with syntax highlighting, syntax-checking and easy collaboration through a version control system (VCS), they still are inadequate due to the scale of real-world problems, and sophistication of knowledge engineering required. itSimple [124], an award-winning GUI method takes it a step further by improving the quality of domain models produced by automating certain domain modelling aspects through dynamic analysis but still, requires encoding of the domain in Unified Modelling Language (UML) standard [103] and is much less flexible [112]. Also, there are many other drawbacks such as bugs, no updates, and limited expressivity in terms of PDDL features. This necessitates the V&V cycles, and thus, there is no significant reduction in time taken for modelling.

Thus, to alleviate the bottleneck of time-consuming manual domain model acquisition, a growing body of work has emerged in the AP community which provides us with several domain acquisition algorithms that learn the domain model from some input data.

### 1.1.2. Automated Domain Model Acquisition

For the past decade, the AP community has been researching on automatically *learning domain models* from input data such as previously generated plans or logs of planning missions. This paradigm, shown in Figure 1.4, is motivated to mitigate the challenges associated with manually writing domain models. A variety of domain learning algorithms with varying complexity and capabilities have been devised. Section 3.2 presents a taxonomy and survey of such domain learning methods.

![Automated Domain Model Acquisition](image)

Figure 1.4: Automated Domain Model Acquisition: the paradigm produces an initial domain model which SMEs and KEs can modify or refine, or it can be used in model-lite planning [138, 143] which works with shallow and incomplete models.

However, these automated methods suffer from four major issues:

1. **Quality of the domain model**: The generated domain models are incomplete, inconsistent and error-prone. This drawback makes automated domain learning an
assistive technology, in which human SMEs and KEs take the initially created domain model and verify, validate, and modify it, to perfect the domain model. Nonetheless, it saves time and effort to have an initial domain model if other issues are resolved. A new paradigm called model-lite planning [138, 143] which works with such initial and incomplete models has also emerged on the scene and is an active field of research.

2. **Explainability of the domain model:** Explainability is an important aspect of Automated Planning. Why a particular action was chosen or to whom the responsibility is to be assigned for safety-critical autonomous systems, say a medical expert system, are important questions that must be answered. This process of explainability starts from intuitive domain models. If the learned domain model is not intuitive and uses variables like $c_1, c_2$ for say, a car object, it is hard to understand, modify, and even validate it, as it is difficult to formulate initial and goal states in terms of such variables.

3. **Lack of structured input datasets:** As most of the domain learning approaches are forms of data-intensive inductive learning, huge dumps of structured data in the form of plans (sequence of actions) is required to learn any meaningful models. This data is seldom available without an accurate domain model, which leads to a causality dilemma and defeats the purpose of learning domain models. Some of them even require the (partial) state information which is not always accessible for real-world domains, especially if we do not have the domain model. Transfer Learning in learning domains has been researched upon [135, 136, 142] but is still immature and has not been proven to work outside the simpler domains of International Planning Competitions (IPC)\(^3\).

4. **Limited Reproducibility:** A significant drawback is that the bulk of the domain-learning algorithms are not open-sourced or well-maintained. Thus, their lack of community support makes them either obsolete or hard to reproduce.

Considering the prevalent issues in the automatic domain acquisition paradigm, we motivate and formulate our problem statement in the next section.

### 1.2. The Problem Statement

Natural Language (NL) provides the most innate way to deal with issues pertaining to lack of structured input data and explainability. Figure 1.5 describes the paradigm of learning domain models through natural language data.

In this research, we explicitly want to handle the challenges mentioned above by combining research from various disciplines to formulate an automated KE tool. Specifically, we want to leverage natural language as a solution to above-mentioned problems of explainability and lack of structured input data.

A simpler version of this learning paradigm was presented in recent research by Lindsay et al. [76] which showcased a pipeline called Framer, which generates PDDL domain models from restrictive natural language templates using Stanford CoreNLP’s dependency parsing [80] and LOCM [26] domain learning algorithm. However, Framer is too restrictive to be applied in the real-world scenarios as the input is limited to certain templates of natural language.

On the other hand, extracting action sequences from natural language instructions is not a new problem. Recently, Feng et al. [33] presented an approach called EASDRL, which uses Deep Reinforcement Learning to achieve state-of-the-art results in extracting structured action sequences from *free* natural language instructional data like WikiHow cooking recipes\(^4\).

---

\(^3\) [http://www.icaps-conference.org/index.php/Main/Competitions](http://www.icaps-conference.org/index.php/Main/Competitions)

\(^4\) [https://www.wikihow.com/Category:Recipes](https://www.wikihow.com/Category:Recipes)
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Figure 1.5: Automated Domain Model Learning from Natural Language instructional data: the paradigm takes in natural language instructions and presents an initial domain model to be used by SMEs or KEs, or as an input in model-lite planning [138, 143].

This kind of natural language instructional data is also readily available in the form of process manuals and interaction between SMEs and KEs, and is much easier to generate than the structured set of plans.

Taking inspiration from the above studies, we restrict our problem setting of learning domain models from natural language data by visualising it as two separate problems: the action sequence extraction problem and the domain learning problem. The action sequence extraction problem is the problem of extracting correct structured action sequences from natural language instructional data as defined in [33]. The domain learning problem concerns itself with automatically learning domain models from valid action sequences, as explained earlier in Subsection 1.1.2. In Chapter 2, we revisit our problem statement to formalise and illustrate it in depth using examples.

1.3. Research Objectives and Scope

The main hypothesis of the thesis is:

*Can we sufficiently solve the Action Sequence Extraction Problem to extract structured data from freely written natural language process manuals of real-world problems, and then use it to solve the Domain Acquisition Problem to induce syntactically valid and meaningful PDDL models?*

Overall, we lay out the following sub-research questions that will be addressed by the NLtoPDDL pipeline proposed in this thesis:

1. Can we integrate dynamic contextual word embeddings generated from pretrained language models learned from recent NLP transfer learning techniques, like BERT [29], ELMo [99], and Flair [4], into Feng et al. [33]’s EASDRL to push the state-of-the-art in Action Sequence Extraction? If yes, which contextual embeddings work the best and why?

2. Will the dynamic contextual embeddings mitigate the problems of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words (represented by UNK), polysemy, shared representation, and infinite word senses caused by Word2Vec model [85] that was used in EASDRL [33]?

3. Would we be able to generalise our action sequence extraction approach on real-world data better than the current state-of-the-art, EASDRL [33]?
1.4. Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are enlisted below:

- we present a novel pipeline NLtoPDDL that pushes and combines state-of-the-art from various disciplines to learn PDDL domain models from free natural language instructional texts (Chapter 4),
- we present a way to employ transfer-learning in NLP with deep reinforcement learning to learn generalisable models, which in turn help in transfer-learning in domain model acquisitions (Chapter 4, Chapter 5),
- and we reimplement the LOCM2 algorithm in Python and enhance it by integrating some user interaction. We open-source all our code for reproducibility\(^5\).

1.5. Thesis Outline

In Chapter 2, we introduce the formal framework of automated planning in order to describe our domain learning problem. We then explain the action sequence extraction problem through an example. Subsequently, we review basic concepts of the deep reinforcement learning

\(^5\)https://github.com/Shivam-Miglani/contextual_drl
learning and natural language word embeddings, which are used in NLtoPDDL.

In Chapter 3, we present an extensive literature study on the existing domain learning approaches covering their strengths and weaknesses. Later, we broadly overview model-free Reinforcement Learning and delve more into Deep Q-Network research. We then review the transfer learning in natural language, specifically, the research related to the character-based and contextual embeddings.

Chapter 4 describes our two-phased NLtoPDDL pipeline’s architecture and implementation. It motivates our decisions behind choosing specific components and illustrates the working of the pipeline through numerous examples.

In Chapter 5, we experimentally evaluate both phases of our pipeline. We formulate various hypotheses and try to test them through empirical experiments. We also perform experiments to see if NLtoPDDL is flexible enough to be extended to real-world NL data and durative actions.

Chapter 6, finally concludes our work by answering our main and sub-research questions. It also discusses potential enhancements to our approach and presents an outlook of the future.
Background and Problem Description

In this chapter, we build the necessary terminology and background to set the stage for subsequent chapters. Section 2.1 reviews the automated planning framework that enables us to formally describe the domain learning problem in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3, we introduce the reader to a particular type of action sequence extraction problem that we opt to tackle in our research. We subsequently delve into the basics of deep reinforcement learning and natural language embeddings, which form key components of the NLtoPDDL pipeline.

2.1. Automated Planning Framework

To understand the domain learning problem, we first review the conceptual model of planning presented by Nau [92]. As shown in Figure 2.1, it consists of three important components:

1. a state-transition system $\Sigma$, which is a formal model of a real-world system which we want to create plans. Nau [92] define state transition system to be a four-tuple $\Sigma = (S, A, E, T)$, where
   - $S = \{s_0, s_1, s_2, \ldots\}$ is a set of states;
   - $A = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots\}$ is a set of actions, that is, the state transitions that an agent can take,
   - $E = \{e_1, e_2, e_3, \ldots\}$ is a set of events, that is, the state transitions which happen because of events happening in the environment,
   - $T : S \times (A \cup E) \Rightarrow 2^S$ is a function that defines these state-transitions.

2. a planner, which produces the plans and policies to be executed by the controller in order to behave intelligently; and

3. a controller which executes the actions resulting in a change of system’s state.

Also, Figure 2.1 illustrates the difference between offline and online planning. In offline planning, planning and execution of actions happen in a disconnected fashion, i.e., the planner receives no feedback or observations about the current state of the system. It relies on the formal domain model and the provided initial state to anticipate which state the system might occupy to generate a plan, but it does not care about the actual state of the system. When the environment is dynamic or the encoded domain model is significantly different from the environment, online planning comes into the picture. In online planning, the planning and acting (execution) activities are interleaved and planner needs to monitor
the state of the system to actively revise, refine and regenerate the plans [92]. Our work concentrates on the offline planning paradigm because it is more popular and our problem statement of learning domain models fits well into it.

The reason for the popularity of offline planning is the fundamental assumption made by AP community that there should be a logical dissociation between the planner and the domain model. Due to the existence of this assumption, the field of automated planning has been dominated by research on domain-independent planning, which aims at building domain-independent planners that would work for all planning domains. The complexity of building such a planner that works for all problems has restricted the majority of the research to classical planning domains [92]. Classical planning is the simplest possible planning problem which makes the following restrictive assumptions [92]:

1. The state-transition system $\Sigma$, i.e., the domain has a finite set of states and is fully observable. There is a unique known initial state.

2. The actions are deterministic in nature.

3. The state-transition system $\Sigma$ does not change, i.e., no external events are happening. This makes state system a triple $\Sigma = (S, A, T)$ or a 4-tuple $\Sigma = (S, A, T, cost)$, where cost represents a cost function which could mean monetary cost or time or anything else which one wants to minimise [47].

4. The plans are sequential, i.e., no concurrent actions could occur.

5. The actions are durationless, i.e., they happen instantly.

6. Planning occurs in an offline fashion.

Classical planning imposes very restrictive assumptions due to which not many real-world problems fall under this category. For example, a mars rover does not has full state observability and has both, concurrent actions and actions with duration. Thus, we do not follow the full state observability assumption of classical planning. We assume no state observability in NLtoPDDL, which makes it closer to real-world problems. We also try to extend it to durative actions in Section 5.2.4.
2.2. The Domain Learning Problem

If one has enough memory to form a look-up table of all the transitions in a domain, then the classical planning problem can be envisioned as a trivial problem of finding a path in a state-transition graph. However, Ghallab et al. [46] demonstrate that even for such easy classical problems, the number of states and actions could explode and the transition-graph cannot be represented in the memory. Thus, we need to encode state information into predicates and define an action model, like in PDDL, to formulate a compact representation of a problem. The problem of learning this domain model from some input data like previously executed plans is called the domain learning problem. We formally define some terminology next, which is taken from [109].

Terminology for Domain Learning

The domain model representing the state-transition system $\Sigma$ can be represented as a conjunction of fluents. A fluent $p(\text{arg}_1, \text{arg}_2, ..., \text{arg}_n)$ represents a logic predicate $p$ acting on $\text{arg}_i$ objects of the world [109]. Each fluent has an associated value: boolean for literal fluents and numeric for numeric fluents [109]. We restrict our problem to boolean fluents, i.e., each predicate representing the state can either be true or false. The objects are often clustered by their types (typing requirement in PDDL2.1). Types are analogous to “data types” in functional programming.

We directly take the definitions of Planning Domain, and PDDL planning action from [109]:

“A Planning Domain can be defined as a two-tuple $(\text{Ontology}, \text{Actions})$, where Ontology describes the predicates and objects of the world, and Actions is a collection of PDDL actions” [109]. Here, by PDDL actions, we mean the uninstantiated PDDL actions, i.e., the action models.

“A PDDL planning action is a four-tuple

$\langle \text{Name}, \text{Parameters}, \text{Preconditions}, \text{Effects} \rangle$,

where $\text{Name}$ is the action’s name or identifier, $\text{Parameters}$ are the parameters of the action, $\text{Preconditions}$ are the necessary conditions that must be met to allow for execution of the action, and $\text{Effects}$ are the changes in the state of the world after the action has been executed” [109].

A template of PDDL planning action is called an action model, i.e., it is the non-instantiated version of PDDL action. Following the above definitions, A plan is a sequence of instantiated PDDL planning actions that gives a path from an initial state $s_0$ to a goal state $g$. Finally, a plan trace $PT = \langle s_0, a_0, s_1, a_1, ..., s_n, a_n, g \rangle$ is a sequence of state-action interleavings, i.e., it is a plan with state information interleaved into it. The state information present in a plan trace might be partial state information.

Ideal Domain Learning Algorithm

Based on our motivation in Chapter 1, we now describe the characteristics of our ideal domain learning algorithm:

1. **Input and Output**: Ideally, the domain modelling algorithm should work with the least amount of input data and generate the most expressive form of PDDL models. It should not demand large amounts of structured data, as it is difficult to gather. Also, the outputs should be meaningful and intuitive enough for further modifications and extensions.

2. **One-shot algorithm**: The domain learner should work even with a single instance of data (a plan or plan trace) and should reflect the best possible outcome that is representative of that data.
3. **Scope not limited to IPC problems**: Ideally, any real-world problem should be modelled by the domain learner. The approach should be easily scalable to non-IPC domains.

4. **Efficiency**: The time-consuming processes like training a neural network classifier should be done offline once. The algorithm itself should display the first results of domain to the user without much delay.

Taking into account our ideal model’s characteristics, we reformulate our domain learning problem to be: *Given an input in terms of a few plans (or a single plan) and no interleaved state information, the domain learning algorithm should quickly output a valid and intuitive PDDL model, which should be easy to understand, extend or modify by the end-user.*

### 2.3. Action Sequence Extraction Problem

The problem of extracting a correct sequence of actions that occur in a natural language process manual document is described as Action Sequence Extraction Problem. It comprises of three aspects:

1. extract the words that represent the actions,
2. extract the words that represent the objects on which action is performed, i.e, the arguments corresponding to the extracted actions, and
3. while extracting actions and their arguments, maintain the sequence of actions that occur in a process manual. This aspect of maintaining the correct sequence separates action sequence extraction problem from the Information Extraction or Dependency Parsing problem present in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and makes it an even harder problem than its counterparts [33]. Nonetheless, it formulates the basis of learning domain models from natural language.

Figure 2.2: An example of Action Sequence Extraction problem, taken from [33]

Formally, we use the version of action sequence extraction problem described in [33]. To extract the correct sequence of actions, the authors explicitly consider exclusive (EX) and
optional (OP) actions in addition to the essential (ES) actions. For example, in an action description document taken from the same paper [33] represented by Figure 2.2, the first sentence “Cook the rice the day before, or use leftover rice in the refrigerator” represents an exclusive action. We either extract “cook” or “use” as actions but not both. The essential actions are represented by the words “keep”, “work”, and “heat” etc. The sentence “if desired, you can recycle some of the oil that drained from the rice” gives an example of an optional action “recycle”. As a consequence of considering exclusive and optional actions, there are multiple possible action sequences from a single process manual as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 2.2. Ideally, we should be able to extract all correct and meaningful sequences, and use them to learn a domain model.

2.4. Deep Reinforcement Learning

This section serves a background material for understanding Deep Q-Networks (DQNs) which used in the NLtoPDDL pipeline. Deep Reinforcement Learning as the name suggests, is a combination of Reinforcement Learning (RL) with Deep Learning (DL). Reinforcement Learning deals with the problem of an agent acting in an environment for the purpose of maximising a scalar reward. It is different from supervised learning as we do not provide direct supervision to the agent but instead, reward or punish the agent for its good or bad behaviour, respectively to make the agent learn good behaviours for reaching its goals. Figure 2.3 showcases that at each discrete time step $t$, the environment provides the agent with an observation $s_t$ and a reward $r_t$ for its performed RL action $a_t$. Note, that we differentiate between RL actions and actions of the planning domain model by always prefixing RL in front of reinforcement learning action.

This environment is mathematically described with a Markov Decision Process (MDP), which is a five-tuple $(S, A, T, R, \gamma)$, where $S$ is a finite set of states, $A$ is a finite set of actions, $T(s, a, s') = P(s' | s, a)$ is the transition function which gives a conditional probability of landing in state $s'$ at time $t + 1$, if we took an action $a$ in state $s$ at time $t$, $R(s_t, a_t)$ is the reward function which gives an expected return as a function of current state and action, $\gamma \in [0, 1]$ is a discount factor [1, 58]. An episode $\tau = (s_0, a_0, s_1, a_1, \ldots)$ is defined to be a sequence of RL states and RL actions. In deep RL, MDPs are episodic with a constant $\gamma$ except on the terminal states [39, 58].

![Figure 2.3: Reinforcement Learning: Agent Environment Interaction, adapted from [1]](image)

An agent decides what action to take in a state based on a policy $\pi$. It could be deterministic or stochastic. In stochastic case, policy outputs a probability distribution over actions instead of an action value. In DRL, we have parameterized policies, whose output is a function of a neural network’s parameters (weights and biases). These parameters can be adjusted via normal deep learning optimization techniques like adaptive moment estimation (Adam) [71], and thus learn a good policy [1]. Deep learning’s ability to
approximate functions well [74] makes it possible to learn parameterized policies. The infinite horizon discounted return is defined in [1, 118] as

$$R(\tau) = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \gamma^t r_t$$

It sums the discounted rewards obtained by the agent in an episode. The RL agent’s goal is to \textit{maximise the expected discounted return}.

\subsection*{2.4.1. Taxonomy of DRL methods}
A taxonomy of DRL methods taken from [1] is presented in Figure 2.4 which differentiates between model-free and model-based RL methods. Deep RL algorithms can be divided into two model-free vs model-based methods based on their access to the environment, i.e., a function which predicts state-transitions and rewards. Further, the algorithms can be divided by the entities they learn: policy, Q-functions, value functions or environment models [1].

![Figure 2.4: Non-exhaustive taxonomy of DRL methods, taken from [1].](image)

Citations: Policy Gradient [119], A2C/A3C [88], PPO [107], TRPO [106], DDPG [75], TD3 [41], SAC [54], DQN [87], CS51 [13], QR-DQN [27], HER [7], Word Models [53], I2A [127], MBMF [91], MBVE [32], AlphaZero [113]. These citations are taken from [1].

As our goal was not to implement a DRL method from scratch, but only to reuse and improve an existing method EASDRL [33], we followed the taxonomy presented in [1], to non-exhaustively review the types and enhancements used in DQNs, and these are presented in Section 3.5.

\section*{2.5. Contextual Word Embeddings}
Our NLtoPDDL pipeline integrates contextual word embeddings into EASDRL [33] to tackle limitations of Word2Vec [85] and to achieve better performance and generalisability. In this section, we review the key differences in the usage of contextual word embeddings like BERT [29] and a non-contextual word embeddings like Word2Vec [85].
Word embeddings, or neural word embeddings, refer to a short and dense representation of words in a low-dimensional vector space. By short, we mean that a vector is 50-500 dimensions long, which is relatively small compared to the size of the vocabulary. By dense, we imply that most of the values in the vector are non-zero (unlike one-hot encoded approaches) [67]. The usefulness of word embeddings come from their clustering of similar words in a vector space. “king − man + woman = queen” is a quintessential example that is overused to represent such semantic properties of word embeddings.

Famous Word2Vec [85, 86] models are shallow two-layer neural networks that process text and convert it into such word embeddings. As explained above, it groups similar words in the vector space based on their past appearances in the corpus. Figure 2.5 describes the two ways from which Word2Vec achieves this. The continuous bag of words (CBOW) method uses the context of nearby words to predict the target word [85]. On the other hand, the skip-gram method uses the word to predict a target context [85]. This task of understanding language by training to predict the target word or predicting the context is called Language Modeling.

The Word2Vec model averages all the contexts of the word that it saw, into a single dense vector. As a result, Word2Vec doesn’t address the problem of polysemy, which means that a word has different meanings in different contexts and the meanings can co-exist. Another problem with Word2Vec is out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. Vectors of each word in vocabulary are stored into a dictionary data structure, and thus, Word2Vec embeddings are static in nature and only work for the words present in vocabulary.

Contextual word embeddings solve for the issue of polysemy by including information about the context (preceding and succeeding words) into the vector representation of a particular instance of the word. These embeddings are computed dynamically at the run-time by passing as input the sentence in which the instance of the word occurs. Although it is computationally expensive than just looking into a dictionary, the results obtained on various NLP tasks are much better [4, 29, 99]. The OOV words issue is solved by learning character-level or sub-word level embeddings. This helps in computing vectors for misspelt, rare or internet slang words. A simple way to learn character-level embeddings is to decompose a word into character n-grams and then use the skip-gram model from a large corpus of data [15]. A sophisticated way would be to represent character n-grams by a...
convolutional neural network (CNN) and a highway network and then pass it to LSTM to
learn a language model [70], which is used in ELMo [99].

BERT [29] gains its language understanding and nuances on a sub-word level from
semi-supervised pre-trained language model. Just applying this language model to a
downstream task by using a task-specific architecture is called feature-based strategy. The
fine-tuning of parameters of pre-trained language model without introducing task-specific
parameters is called fine-tuning [29]. Figure 2.6 [6] illustrated the process of language
modelling and fine-tuning in BERT.

Technically, using the same universal language model and fine-tuning it to task is referred
to as transfer learning in NLP. However, we use feature-based strategy as we already
had the task specific architecture of EASDRL [33] to extract action sequences. This
inherently does some transfer learning as we have learned a lot of information from pretrained
language models and we are applying that information in our downstream task (not related to
the pretrained models). Section 3.6 reviews the literature of contextual embeddings in NLP.
In this chapter, we review the relevant literature associated with our action sequence extraction and domain learning problems. We first present various ways to categorise domain learning algorithms, then in Section 3.2 present an extensive review of existing domain learning approaches. In Section 3.3, we discuss the existing planning languages and the versions of PDDL.

In Section 3.4, we review various action sequence extraction approaches and also, the type of problems in NLP to which action sequence extraction belongs. Thereafter, we switch our focus on model-free Deep reinforcement Learning and specifically to Deep Q-Networks. In the end, we review the research related to transfer learning in NLP, which is deemed as the "ImageNet" moment (inflection point) in NLP research.

3.1. Taxonomies of Domain Learning Algorithms

The domain learning approaches can be divided based upon many factors such as the kind of input provided, the learning technique they employ, and the kind of problem they tackle. Arora et al. [8] present a guide to choose a domain learning algorithm based on such factors, which is illustrated in Figure 3.1. We explain each of the factors in the following subsections.

Based on the Environment. The characteristics of the environment in which a planning agent acts has led to various groups of domain learning systems. Jiménez et al. [65] categorised them into four groups:

1. **Deterministic** effects, **Full** state observability (D, FO): These are the classical planning problems that we discussed in Chapter 2, which are too restrictive in their assumptions to represent any interesting real-world problems. We can use plan traces (state-action interleavings) in this scenario, to learn the domains. The learning complexity is theoretically bounded [65].

2. **Deterministic** effects, **Partial** state observability (D, PO): These learning methods consider partial or no state observability. LOCM [25, 26, 52] is a family of methods that assume no state observability.

3. **Probabilistic** effects, **Full** state observability (P, FO): This scenario of full observability but stochastic action effects corresponds to probabilistic planning task. Probabilistic PDDL [132] is the representational language for such tasks.
4. **Probabilistic effects, Partial** state observability (P, PO): In case of partial/incorrect state observability and stochastic effects, not many studies have been done for the modelling task. However, an important area of work called **model-lite planning** [131, 138, 143] has emerged which tries to search for not only the perfect plans but also most plausible solution plans [65].

We consider only D,PO environment with no noise in our implemented methods.

**Based on the Input and Output.** The domain learning algorithms can be categorised on the basis of input they take, and the output they produce. The inputs can be plans (sequence of actions), plan traces (state-action interleavings) and partial domain models. The state-information in plan traces varies from partial state information to no state information. The input plans or plan traces may be noisy or incorrect as well. Learning methods can also be categorised based on the output they generate. The output could be partial models, STRIPS [34] model, or a subset of PDDL [36, 45]. Our work concentrates on plans as an input, which means, that there is no state observability, and output as PDDL2.1 models supporting strips, typing and durative-actions requirements. We assume that the input is valid and there is no noise.

**Based on the Learning Technique.** Finally, the domain learning algorithms can be categorised based on the learning technique they employ. For example, inductive learning, and maximum satisfiability are some of the popular techniques employed in domain learning.
approaches. We discuss these along with their implementations in the next section.

3.2. Existing Domain Learning Approaches
Chapter 2 described a specific type of domain learning problem. However, the area of domain learning is much broader and thus, we define generalised domain learning problem as:

*Given an input in the form plans, plan traces or a partial domain model, learn a domain model containing an action model, which describes the applicable actions, their conditions for applicability and their effects, which best describes the input data.*

We categorise domain learning methods into the following types of learning and discuss their strengths and weaknesses alongside their implementations. Most of these types are taken from a survey of Arora et al. [8], but we update it with the most recent methods as well.

1. **Inductive Learning**: This the most popular form of learning domain models. The task is to find the best hypothesis that satisfies a given set of traces [8]. Most inductive approaches are data-intensive and require huge dumps of structured data to learn planning domain models. This can further be divided into various types:

   - **LOCM family of algorithms**: Learning Object-Centric Models or LOCM uses object-centric notation and assumes that objects in a domain belong to certain classes and their behaviour can be modelled by finite state machines[26]. On the basis of valid input plans, it inductively learns the state machines and parameterises them with object associations. LOCM2 generalises LOCM by allowing for an object to have multiple behaviours through multiple finite state machines (FSMs) per class [26]. LOP system induces the static conditions which were not captured by LOCM and LOCM2 [50]. NLOCM [51] extends the scope of LOCM methods from classical planning to numeric planning. It uses the finite state automata generated from LOCM to learn action costs of object transitions and state parameters [51]. LC_M [52] is a variant of LOCM which deals with missing and noisy information by segregating plans into valid and invalid parts and applying LOCM[26] to them. Finally, Framer [76] and StoryFramer [55] are two approaches that use LOCM to learn domain models from natural language action descriptions. We use LOCM1 and LOCM2 in our thesis.

   - **Regression trees**: Planning, Execution and Learning Architecture or PELA [64], which does all three tasks described in its name, updates STRIPS [34] action model with probabilities learned from plan execution. The probabilities are learned by inducing first-order decision trees [65]. Thus, PELA works with probabilistic effects using regression trees.

   - **Mixed-Initiative**: Opmaker2, based on Opmaker [114] take in a partial domain model and a few hand-crafted training examples to learn the domain models [82]. Recently, Li and Zhuo [73] presented an integrated development environment which asks the user to create a graphical model, does consistency detection using MAX-SAT and weighted MAX-SAT over a knowledge base and applies domain learning algorithm called AMAN [137] to learn the domain models. If the modelling is incorrect, the end-user corrects the generated plans and then KAVI learns the domain model again.
2. **Analytical Learning**: In analytical learning, extra background knowledge is available to draw inferences from. Zimmerman and Kambhampati [145] present a survey of analytical approaches which shows how techniques such as memoization, explanation-based learning, and statistical analysis can help in domain model acquisition.

3. **Genetic and Evolutionary algorithm-based approaches**: Genetic algorithms have been applied in model-learning approaches. Colledanchise et al. [24] learn behaviour trees instead of restrictive FSMs to learn behaviours of an autonomous using genetic algorithms. In an a priori unknown dynamic environment, using rewards and binary observations, the agent uses genetic programming to learn a switching structure in the form of behaviour tree [24]. Another approach called LOUGA (Learning planning operators using genetic algorithms) used a genetic algorithm to learn action effects and an ad-hoc environment to learn action preconditions [72].

4. **Uncertainty-based approaches**: Uncertainty-bases approaches use Markov Logic Network (MLN) [102], which is a combination of first order logic (which handles uncertainty) and probabilistic graphical model (which models a markov network) [8]. Learning Actions from Plan Traces (LAMP) [140] is a domain learning method that uses MLNs to model complex action models with logical implications and quantifiers.

5. **Noisy plan trace dealing approaches**: Action-Model Acquisition from Noisy Plan Traces (AMAN) makes a graphical model to capture relations between actions and states [137]. PlanMiner O2 [109] is another algorithm that handles noise and learns numerical action models. It uses a classification algorithm called "NSLV genetic algorithm" to learn the pre and post-states of actions. On the basis of results mentioned, the models of IPC problems that learned are robust to noise LC_M [52] is a variant of LOCM, which deals with missing and noisy information by segregating plans into valid and invalid parts and applying LOCM[26] on them. Probabilistic planning operators are learned from noisy traces in [89]. The input to the learning mechanism uses a vector representation that encodes a description of the action being performed and the state at which the action is applied. Then a transition function is learned between states in the form of a set of classifiers. Using classifier’s parameters a STRIPS model is learned [89].

6. **Transfer Learning**: An example of transfer learning-based domain learning approach is TRAMP (Action-model acquisition for planning via transfer learning) [139]. It assumes that action models in source domains are already created by SMEs and can be transferred to the target domain. TRAMP uses Markov Logic Networks (MLN) for selecting most likely subsets of candidate formulas, an idea previously researched in LAMP [140]. t-LAMP [142] is a similar approach which uses web search to bridge the knowledge gap between the source and target domain.

7. **MAX-SAT based approaches**: Classical Planning is reduced into a (weighted) MAX-SAT problem and MAX-SAT solvers are used to solve it. ARMS (Action-Relation Modeling System) [129] learns action models from state-action interleavings with partial state information. It forms information and action constraints that are followed by the predicates and pattern mines frequent action pairs to learn action models [129][8]. A transfer learning approach LAWS [136] builds a weighted MAX-SAT to find similarity between source models and target models using web search. Learning Models for multi-agent environments (LAMMAS) extends ARMS to multi-agent setting [141][8].
8. **Deep Learning-based approaches**: Deep Learning has recently being employed as domain learning approaches. Classical planning is done in deep latent space in [11], a state auto-encoder which uses unlabelled training image pairs representing correct states to encode correct behaviour, and then at the testing time takes in a pair of initial and final state images to find a plan using variational autoencoder using Gumbel-Softmax activation.

9. **Model-Lite approaches**: [68, 131] apply probabilistic logic to infer incomplete and dynamic domain models. They represent planning problem as the most plausible explanation (MPE) problem and reduce it to MAX-SAT to use MAX-SAT solvers. A library of plan cases is used augment the extracted plans from an incomplete model in [143]. A case-based (Model-Lite Case Based Planning) and a model-based (Refining Incomplete Models [144]) approach are presented and compared in [138].

10. **Classical Planning approaches**: Recently, [2] used classical planning with conditional effects to build up generative models representing STRIPS action models from less amount of plan traces. In Aineto et al. [2], the authors stress test their approach to do the learning in one-shot, i.e., from one plan trace.

A summary of important existing domain learning approaches is shown in Table 3.1

3.3. The Planning Languages

In this section, we review the existing planning languages and subsequently, delve into the versions of PDDL which has become de facto standard for modelling domains through various International Planning Competitions. A planning language is a representation language to encode domain models. An overview of representation languages in Automated Planning is shown in Table 3.2. PDDL is the standard language to be used in the domain-independent planners. Each iteration of PDDL made it more expressive and useful. There have been many adaptions of PDDL to make it more suitable for the task at hand. For example, New Domain Definition Language (NDDL) was developed by NASA to use it in EUROPA2 planning system [14]. NDDL replaces states and actions with timelines and constraints between those timelines, which makes it much more practical for search control [14]. Another example is HTN-PDDL [49], which uses a task element to introduce hierarchical tasks. The most recent version of PDDL is PDDL 3.1 [42], which has introduced functions and object fluents. We only support strips, typing and durative-actions subset of PDDL2.1 [36] version in our thesis.

3.4. Existing Action Sequence Extraction Methods

Extracting procedural knowledge or a sequence from a natural language in machine-interpretable format has been a popular problem in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). It is similar to translating a natural language to structured machine language, and just like successful machine translation methods, it comes under the category of sequence-to-sequence (seq2seq) problems [117]. The sequence-to-sequence models are based on encoder-decoder architecture, possibly with an inclusion of attention. The encoder is a neural network architecture that understands the input sequence, and creates a compact representation, i.e., encodes the input in less dimensions. Afterwards, the encoder passes on this representation to the decoder which is a separate network that generates a sequence representing the output.

Regarding action sequence extraction problem, most of the work in this direction has been performed in mapping navigational route instructions to a predefined set of actions, to allow autonomous agents and robots to follow the natural language instructions. Earlier
### Existing Domain Learning Algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Output</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Noise robustness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Inductive learning-based approaches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCM [26]</td>
<td>Action sequences (no state info)</td>
<td>PDDL</td>
<td>Inductive Learning on Finite State Machines</td>
<td>D, PO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOCM2 [25]</td>
<td>Action sequences (no state info)</td>
<td>PDDL</td>
<td>Inductive Learning on Finite State Machines</td>
<td>D, PO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLOCM [51]</td>
<td>Action sequences (no state info)</td>
<td>PDDL</td>
<td>Inductive Logic Programming</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC_M [52]</td>
<td>Action sequences (no state info)</td>
<td>PDDL</td>
<td>Inductive Learning on Finite State Machines</td>
<td>D, PO</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpMaker2 [82]</td>
<td>Partial model + action sequences (OCL)</td>
<td>Operators/OCL, Domain model and heuristics</td>
<td>Computes intermediate states using heuristics, inference from PDM, training tasks and solutions</td>
<td>D, PO</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PELA[84]</td>
<td>Initial and goal states + PDM + Action Sequences</td>
<td>Enriched action models/PDDL</td>
<td>Inductive Logic Programming</td>
<td>P, PO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genetic Algorithm-based approaches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negah et al. [8]</td>
<td>Domain and example problems</td>
<td>Macro/PDDL</td>
<td>Genetic algorithm</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleghanise et al. [24]</td>
<td>Actions, reward and boolean sensing</td>
<td>Behavior Trees</td>
<td>Genetic algorithm learning Behavior trees</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOKRGA [12]</td>
<td>Valid Action Sequence</td>
<td>STRIPS</td>
<td>Genetic algorithm</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Uncertainty-based approaches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMAN [137]</td>
<td>Action sequence</td>
<td>Operators/STRIPS</td>
<td>PGM, reinforcement learning</td>
<td>D, PO</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAMP [140]</td>
<td>State-action interleavings</td>
<td>Action models/PDDL</td>
<td>Markov logic network</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandel et al. [9]</td>
<td>State-action interleavings</td>
<td>Probabilistic STRIPS</td>
<td>Parameterized estimation</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Transfer learning-based approaches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-AMP [142]</td>
<td>State-action interleavings</td>
<td>Action models/PDDL</td>
<td>Transfer Learning</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAMP [139]</td>
<td>Action schemata, predicate set, some plan traces from target domain, Set of action models from source domain</td>
<td>Action model in target domain (STRIPS)</td>
<td>Transfer Learning</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MAX-SAT based approaches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMS [129]</td>
<td>Action sequence (partial/no state information)</td>
<td>Operators/STRIPS</td>
<td>MAX-SAT problem</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWIS [136]</td>
<td>Action schemata, predicate set, few plan traces from target domain, Set of action models from source domain</td>
<td>Action models in target domain (STRIPS)</td>
<td>Transfer Learning + KL divergence</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lammas [141]</td>
<td>Action sequences</td>
<td>Operators/MA-STRIPS</td>
<td>MAX-SAT solver</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supervised learning-based approaches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSO-NIO [89]</td>
<td>PDM, Noisy Plans</td>
<td>Operators/PPDDL</td>
<td>Name Perceptions + sequential covering</td>
<td>P, FO</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deep learning-based approaches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LatPlan [11]</td>
<td>State Auto-Encoder + Unlabeled training image pairs for allowed actions, Pair of initial and goal state images</td>
<td>PDDL</td>
<td>Variational Autoencoder + Gumbel-Softmax activation</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDeepLearn [9]</td>
<td>State-Action Interleavings</td>
<td>PDDL</td>
<td>Exhaustive model generation + Pattern mining and LSTM</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classical Planning based approaches</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandres et al. [12]</td>
<td>Visible screen pixel features</td>
<td>Atari Game models</td>
<td>Classical Planning</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aineto et al. [2]</td>
<td>Plan Sequences and/or initial and goal state and/or partial domain model</td>
<td>STRIPS</td>
<td>Synthesis of generative models using Classical Planning with conditional effects</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aineto et al. [3]</td>
<td>One Plan Sequence and/or initial and goal state and/or partial domain model</td>
<td>STRIPS</td>
<td>Synthesis of generative models using Classical Planning with conditional effects</td>
<td>D, FO</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Existing Domain Learning Approaches, adapted and updated from [8]
3.4. Existing Action Sequence Extraction Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Languages</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PDDL [83]</td>
<td>Standardized syntax for STRIPS (types, constants, predicates, and actions.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDDL2.1 [30, 36]</td>
<td>Extension of PDDL to numeric fluents and temporal planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDDL3.0 [43, 44]</td>
<td>Introduced hard and soft constraints for preference-based planning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDDL3.1 [42]</td>
<td>Introduced functions and object fluents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPDDL [132]</td>
<td>Extension of PDDL2.1 for probabilistic planners. Supports probabilistic effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTN-PDDL [49]</td>
<td>Extension of PDDL for hierarchical task networks, uses “task” for compound tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STRIPS [34]</td>
<td>Sublanguage of PDDL. Unknown literals are false (closed-world)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCL [81, 82]</td>
<td>Object-Centered representation, inspired by Object Oriented Programming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANML [115]</td>
<td>Used by NASA in space missions. Combines best aspects of PDDL and NDDL.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDDL [104]</td>
<td>STRIPS + functional terms, leading to higher expressiveness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL [8]</td>
<td>An extension of STRIPS to include quantifiers and negative conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDDL [14]</td>
<td>Intervals and constraints between those intervals as states and actions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2: Planning representation languages: PDDL is the de facto standard for classical planning and has been used in many International Planning Competitions (IPCs). ANML = Action Notation Modeling Language, PDDL = Planning Domain Definition Language. PPDDL = Probabilistic PDDL. RDDL = Relational Dynamic Influence Diagram. ADL = Action Description Language. NDDL = New Domain Definition Language. HTN-PDDL = Hierarchical Task Network-PDDL

approaches [20, 79] used semantic parsers, context-grammars, and statistics of corpus to extract actions from natural language data and map them to instruction-set [84]. In a famous paper of “listen, attend and walk”, Mei et al. [84] used an encoder-decoder architecture to map “free” natural language instructions to an executable action sequence. Both encoder and decoder structures were long short-term memory (LSTM) [59] RNNs. Although it performs well for single sentences, the weakness of this approach is that it cannot handle multi-sentence texts well. Despite the success of these approaches, they all require a finite set of actions as input, as they essentially solve the mapping or a sequence labelling problem instead of extraction problem [33]. Feng et al. [33] defined a version of action sequence extraction problem in which they exclusive tackle exclusive “or” instructions. Either one of the instructions is extracted and not both which maintains the sequence of actions. Keeping the action sequence intact is important for domain learning approaches. Feng et al. [33] do this action sequence extraction by using a Deep Q-Network to learn action sequences from free natural language data, without the need of any mapping action set. In an unrelated research, it is demonstrated that using DRL instead of encoder-decoder architectures reduces the exposure bias and input-output mismatch problems, which are prevalent in NLP [69]. We use Feng et al. [33]’s version of problem definition and DRL model in our research and take it a step further by incorporating state-of-the-art contextual embeddings like ELMo [99], BERT [29] and Flair [4] into it. As we will see later in Chapter 5, this pushes the state-of-the-art further, and even helps in resolving problems of using static embedding like Word2Vec [85].

There also has been some research on learning planning domain models directly from natural language data. Goldwasser and Roth [48] use natural language instructions to learn partial game dynamics and map it onto the structural actions [48]. Framer [76] extracts verbs (action names) and objects (action arguments) in a sentence using Stanford CoreNLP [80] library and clusters them into action templates. The type of input data used is in the form of restricted templates. They later build domain models using LOCM [26]. StoryFramer [55] uses natural language stories to generate domain models in a mixed-initiative fashion. The user selects the correct actions templates for LOCM in StoryFramer. In this research, we extended the Framer’s [76] architecture to work with “free” language data.
3.5. Deep Q-Networks and their variants
Deep Q-Networks (DQNs) combine Q-learning [126] with deep neural networks. Mnih et al. [87] presented for the first a reinforcement learning approach combined with convolutional neural network with a variant of Q learning to get control policies from pixel level input [87]. This was important because large state spaces made it intractable to learn Q value estimates in original Q-learning from a lookup table. DQN changed this by representing values $q(s, a)$ with deep neural networks [58]. However, there were similar limitations in DQN which are tackled by its extensions. Double Q-learning [123] showed that the original DQN overestimated action values under certain conditions, and used two value functions one of which determined how to select actions and the other to determine its value. Prioritised experience-replay was shown select important transitions and replays them more frequently in the network [105]. In EASDRL [33], which we use in our research uses both double Q-learning by building two Q-networks (base and target), and prioritised experience-replay by selecting positive experiences more [33].

3.6. Contextual Embeddings: Natural Language Transfer Learning
The rise of contextual embeddings and universal language models has marked a new era in NLP. These embeddings are trained in an unsupervised or semi-supervised fashion on a huge corpus of data such as books corpus\(^1\), and then used on downstream task on a feature-based or fine-tuning based approach [29]. Embeddings from Language Model (ELMo)[99] learns a bidirectional Language Model (biLM) by training on huge corpora in an unsupervised fashion. ELMo can be used as a feature-based approach. Flair embeddings [4] are similar to ELMo embeddings which train the biLM a character-level with no notion about words. Cross-View training (CVT) [23] combines two separate training stages that ELMo needs for pre-training and task-specific training into a unified semi-supervised procedure. The biLSTM encoder improves its encoding using both labeled and unlabelled data [128]. ULMFiT [62], which stands for Universal Language Modelling and Fine Tuning was the first paper which looked into using a pretrained language model with task-specific fine-tuning. The techniques introduced in ULMFiT which made task-specific fine-tuning possible were discriminative fine-tuning (tuning different layers of LM) and Slanted triangular learning rates (the learning rate increases for short time, then decreases) [62, 128]. OpenAI-GPT [100], which is short for Generative Pre-training transformer used a transformer (an attention based encoder-decoder neural net [125]) decoder to train on a giant collection of data. On the other hand, BERT uses a stack of transformer encoders [29]. BERT beats OpenAI-GPT by a novel idea of masked input which encouraged bi-directional prediction and sentence-level understanding [128]. XLNet [130] and OpenAI-GPT2 [101] are other notable transformer based methods. We used ELMo, Flair and BERT embeddings in our research.

\(^1\)https://googlebooks.byu.edu/
The formal architecture of NLtoPDDL pipeline is shown in Figure 4.1. It is divided into two phases which are based on the type of data they use:

1. **Training the DRL model with annotated training data**: In Phase 1, a Deep Q-Network (DQN) based on the architecture presented in [33] trains on annotated datasets. The DQN learns to extract words that represent action names, action arguments, and the sequence of actions in the natural language process manual. An important thing to note here is that instead of using static Word2Vec embeddings [85], we incorporate dynamic contextual embeddings like BERT [29], ELMo [99] and Flair [4] into the Feng et al. [33]’s model.

2. **Learning the domain model with unseen test data**: In Phase 2, we learn the domain model of the domain represented by unseen process manuals. First, we extract the action sequences by feeding our unseen test data to our trained Deep Q-Network of Phase 1. Second, we preprocess the extracted action sequences to make them suitable for assumptions made by domain learning algorithm LOCM2 [26]. Lastly, the preprocessed extracted action sequences are then used by LOCM2 to learn the PDDL domain model.

In this chapter, we look at both the phases of NLtoPDDL in detail and also highlight the decision-making process behind the selection of specific components and their modifications.
4.1. Training the Deep Q-Network

Feng et al. [33] presented a method named Extracting Action Sequences from texts using Deep Reinforcement Learning (EASDRL), which uses Deep Q-networks to extract action sequences out of natural language instructional data. The reason for using this architecture is four-fold:

1. EASDRL produces state-of-the-art results for extracting correct sequence order from free natural language text. This means that the user doesn't need to adhere to any restrictions while expressing the actions in a natural language [33].

2. EASDRL doesn't require a prior action set to be specified [33]. This makes it suitable for learning domain models from scratch as we do not know a priori the set of actions.

3. DQNs, along with their improvements like prioritized-replay and double q-learning work well with discrete action spaces, and have proven to be sample efficient and achieve state-of-the-art performance on Atari 2600 benchmarks among other domain-free DRL algorithms [38, 58]

4.1.1. Training Dataset

Feng et al. [33] define the training data as a sequence \( \langle \text{words}, \text{annotations} \rangle \) pairs, where \( \text{words} = \langle w_1, w_2, ..., w_N \rangle \) is the sequence of words in a process manual, and \( \text{annotations} = \langle y_1, y_2, ..., y_N \rangle \) is the corresponding sequence of annotations. If \( w_i \) is not an action name, the corresponding \( y_i \) is \( \phi \). If a word \( w_i \) is an action name, the corresponding \( y_i \) can be defined by Feng et al. [33] as a triple:

\[
(\text{ActType}, \{\text{ExActId}\}, \{\langle\text{ArgId}, \text{ExArgId}\rangle\})
\]

Here, \( \text{ActType} \) tells the type of action the word is: essential (ES), optional(OP) or exclusive(EX), as defined previously in Section 2.3. \( \{\text{ExActId}\} \) is a list of word indexes that represent a list of exclusive actions that are alternatives to the action in consideration. \( \{\langle\text{ArgId}, \text{ExArgId}\rangle\} \) represents the list of sequences of arguments and their alternatives for the action in consideration. Figure 4.2 illustrates an example of such a \( \langle \text{words}, \text{annotations} \rangle \) pair. In the example, “Hang” and “opt” are the exclusive actions, “engraving” and “lithograph” are exclusive arguments for the action “hang”. Since “frame” has no exclusive argument, it is written as a tuple \( \langle 9, \rangle \) with no second value. The annotations \( y_i \) for non-action words is \( \phi \).

4.1.2. Sequence Extraction as Reinforcement Learning Problem

Feng et al. [33] represent the action sequence extraction problem as a reinforcement learning problem. This is done because of arbitrary long length of complex annotations, which makes it hard to formulate a supervised learning setting. The allowed RL actions in EASDRL Feng et al. [33] are “select” and “reject”. The RL states are a concatenation of word embedding and the RL action performed. This was done to distinguish between two states as the RL agent can either select or reject a word to indicate whether the word is an action name (or an action argument) or not. An example of the RL state and RL action is shown in Figure 4.3. The RL action NULL in the figure is a default action used to represent an unparsed sequence. Note that we distinguish between RL action and the action of the domain model by always prefixing RL to the reinforcement learning action.

Feng et al. [33] solve the action sequence extraction problem by using two DQNs. The first DQN learns to extract the sequence of action names \( \text{actions} = (a_1, a_2, ..., a_N) \). Its model can be represented by:

\[
\mathcal{F}^1(\text{actions}|\text{words}; \theta_1)
\]
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Figure 4.2: An illustration of \((\text{words, annotations})\) pair of the training datasets, taken from [33]

Figure 4.3: A schematic example of RL states and RL actions (denoted as operation here), taken from [33]

Then the action names are used to train the second DQN which has the same framework as one to extract the arguments of actions.

\[
F^2(\text{actions}|\text{words}; \theta_3)
\]

Here, \(\theta_1\) and \(\theta_2\) are the parameters that the DQN learns for predicting action names and arguments [33]. Just like in [33], \(F^2\) is trained using ground-truth action labels, and while testing the extracted action names from \(F^2\) are used.

4.1.3. Repeat Representation in States

Feng et al. [33] use a repeat representation while representing states. For action DQN, the RL state is represented by the word vector of \(d\) dimensions and the RL action is one of \(\{0, 1, 2\}\), which corresponds to \(\{\text{NULL, Select, Reject}\}\), but is repeated \(d\) times. Similarly, in argument DQN, the state is represented by a triple \((\text{word vector, distance, RL action})\), where the distance is the distance between the word in consideration \((w_j)\) and the

Schematic representation of states in an argument DQN is shown in Figure 4.4. We can infer that repeat representation is not scalable. For Word2Vec embeddings of 100 dimensions, the state representation is 300 dimensional long, but for BERT embeddings of 3072 dimensions, one state is represented by 9216 dimensions. This causes memory issues in training even with smaller batch sizes. We explain what we tried to resolve this in the next
4.1.4. Deep Q-Network for RL Action execution

The two Q-networks construct an action sequence by repeatedly accepting or rejecting the words on current states to achieve new states. The Q-function is iteratively updated using the following two Bellman equations, taken from [33]:

\[
Q_{i+1}(s, a; \theta_1) = E\{r + \gamma \max_{a'} Q_i(s', a'; \theta_1)|s, a\} \\
Q_{i+1}(\hat{s}, a; \theta_2) = E\{r + \gamma \max_{a'} Q_i(\hat{s}', a'; \theta_2)|\hat{s}, a\}
\]

where, \(Q_{i+1}(s, a; \theta_1)\) and \(Q_{i+1}(\hat{s}, a; \theta_2)\) correspond to the action DQN and argument DQN respectively. \(\hat{s}\) denotes that the information about extracted actions is incorporated into it through the repeat representation of “distance” described in the last subsection.

Feng et al. [33] used MGNC-CNN [133] to reduce the dimensionality of the state-information encoded by the repeat representation. Four types of kernels that were used in the CNN were bigram, trigram, fourgram and five-gram, following the results of [33]. We used the same architecture mainly due to the following two reasons:

1. We attempted first to couple MGNC-CNN with LSTM layers by encoding it into a time-distributed (keras.layers.TimeDistributed(layer)) layer. This didn’t work due to memory constraints caused by repeat representation. Repeat representation is not scalable and also caused problems in training with contextual embeddings as discussed above. Thus, applying sequence-to-sequence architectures from Keneshloo et al. [69] was out of the question for large dimensional embeddings.

2. We tried to get rid of repeat-representation by trying out various combinations of convolving the word vectors and other information (distances, RL actions) separately. But the concatenation or average of decoupled convolutions didn’t converge the DQNs.

4.1.5. Reward Model and Training the DQN

We did not change the reward model and the training procedure from [33]. Reward \(r\) is comprised of two parts: a basic reward at time-step \(t\) and an additional reward. The values basic reward at time-step \(t\) are defined to be: +50 when the RL action of select or reject is correct and -50 for incorrect action, +100 when the word is an essential (ES) item, and -100 for missing ES item, +100 for getting optional (OP) item and 0 for not extracting OP item, +150 for correctly extracting exclusive items and -150 when the action is incorrect. An additional reward is determined based on the real-time extraction rate of actions or arguments. The
real-time extraction rate is compared to the ground-truth and if it was less than ground-truth rate, an additional reward is given. Otherwise, a negative reward is assigned to control the precision \[^{[33]}\].

For training the EASDRL, we used the same mini-batched sampling which \[^{[33]}\] applied. Specifically, the transitions \(\langle s, a, r, s' \rangle\) and \(\langle \tilde{s}, a, r, \tilde{s}' \rangle\) were stored in two replay memories \(\Omega\) and \(\tilde{\Omega}\). Authors used positive experience-based replay instead of random sampling for faster convergence. Thus, we stuck to the parameters used in Feng et al. \[^{[33]}\]’s CNN model and used the repeat representation as well. Although Feng et al. \[^{[33]}\] achieved state-of-the-art-results, EASDRL exhibits a variety of problems caused by the used input representation of Word2Vec \[^{[85]}\], which hinders its applicability to real-world tasks. We demonstrate these problems in the next section.

4.2. cEASDRL: Incorporating Contextual Embeddings into DQN

First, we illustrate the problems caused by using Word2Vec model, and then discuss state-of-the-art contextual embedding frameworks used in our report:

4.2.1. Problems with Word2Vec

The DRL model in \[^{[33]}\] uses Word2Vec \[^{[85]}\] embeddings. Word2Vec model is a shallow two-layer neural network that takes in as input a text corpus and outputs a dense vector per word. The word’s meaning is distributed across the whole vector. As discussed in Chapter 2, the intuition behind the training of this neural net is that similar words would occur in a similar context in the corpus. Despite the capturing of semantics, Word2Vec showcased the following problems:

1. **Inability to handle out of vocabulary (OOV) words**: The never-seen-before words are not handled by the word2vec neural network as it has no idea about how to represent such OOV words. Especially, in planning domains, there is domain-specific knowledge and new technical words are introduced according to the task that has to be performed. For example,

   **Sentence**: Use spoon to work the oil into the rice evenly coating the rice

   **EASDRL Sequence output**: <1> Use (UNK) <2> work (oil) <3> coating (rice)

   Here, UNK represents the OOV word “spoon”. We might initialize a random vector for it, which is far from ideal.

2. **Ignores Context/Polysemy**: Word2Vec is a static embedding average out the meaning of two polysemous words. For example, if “Apple” (the company and apple (the fruit) both occur in the corpus, the word “apple” would be represented by a single vector which averages out the meaning of two words. This makes Word2Vec representation too general and this might lead to the extraction of wrong actions/arguments.

3. **No shared representation at the sub-word level**: For Word2Vec, each of the words “eat”, “eating” and “ate” are different, although they have the same word-stem and are used in the similar context. Word2Vec is too specific in this case. This would lead to duplicate actions or arguments.

4. **A number of word senses is not finite and thus, Word2Vec is biased**: There is large number of contexts in which a word can be used and doesn’t always fit the dictionary representations.
4.2.2. Contextual Embeddings to the Rescue
Contextual word vectors include both the semantics of the word as well as some neural network parameters that describe their context. As we already have a task-specific architecture, we use the feature-based approach described in Section 2.5 to take advantage of pre-trained language models. To solve above-mentioned issues, we used the following contextual embeddings:

1. **POS/NER Embeddings**: Inspired from Sense2Vec[121], these embeddings stem the word (reduce it to its base form) and append parts of speech(POS) and named-entity recognition(NER) information to the words and then a model like Word2Vec is trained on it. For example, “going” becomes “going.verb” with lemma “go”. This embedding is not a true contextual embedding as it only captures some sense of the word and it is dependent on the accuracy of the dependency tree extracted from probabilistic POS/NER tagger. This is used as a baseline in Section 5.1.2. It is fast as at its core it’s still a dictionary lookup, but OOV words are still a problem.

2. **ELMo Embeddings**: ELMo[99] which stands for “Embeddings from Language Models” generates contextual word vectors that come from internal states of a bidirectional-LSTM [108] that is trained in an unsupervised fashion on large scale text corpus in order to learn a language model [99]. As the training is done in both forward and backward direction, a bidirectional Language Model (biLM) is learned. These are defined in [99] as,

\[ p(w_1, w_2, ... w_N) = \prod_{k=1}^{N} p(w_k | w_1, w_2, ... w_{k-1}) \]

, which is the forward language model predicting the next word based on previous history, and

\[ p(w_1, w_2, ... w_N) = \prod_{k=1}^{N} p(w_k | w_{k+1}, w_{k+2}, ... w_N) \]

which is the backward language model predicting the target word using future context.

These models are combined by jointly maximising the log-likelihood of the forward and backward models [99] and parameters for embedding layer \( \theta_e \) and softmax layer \( \theta_s \) are shared between them. A schematic view of biLM is shown in Figure 4.5. ELMo uses a character-based model which are based on character convolutions [15, 99]. These essentially remove the problems of OOV words and polysemy.

3. **Flair Embeddings**: Flair Embeddings[4] are very similar to ELMo in the sense that they train a biLM using LSTMs but they are trained without an explicit notion of what a word is. Figure 4.6 represents a schematic overview of Flair embeddings. They report comparable results to ELMo, that’s why we incorporated them. Also, the Flair API [5] is very easy to use and incorporates APIs for ELMo and BERT as well.

4. **BERT Embeddings**: BERT [29] or Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, is another method to train language models, which takes ideas from semi-supervised sequence learning [28], ELMo [128] and ULMFit [62]. As previously seen, ELMo and Flair train two representations of each word (left-to-right and right-to-left) and concatenate them together to have a single representation. Instead, BERT combines the left and right context by masking out 15% of the input words and
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Figure 4.5: The biLSTM in ELMo trains on a joint objective of learning a bidirectional Language Model. The image is taken from [128], which is recreated from [95].

Figure 4.6: "Flair embeddings: Input as a character sequence of a sentence into a pre-trained biLM (like ELMo). The contextual word embeddings from biLM are passed into the sequence labelling model to perform named-entity representation [4].
then running entire sequence through multilayer bidirectional Transformer ¹[125] encoder, then predict only the masked words. According to ablation study in [29], not having

5. **Stacked Embeddings**: Most papers recommend to combine the forward and backward contextual embeddings with traditional word embeddings (like GloVe, Word2Vec). An example of StackedEmbedding object from Flair API library [5] is shown below:

\[
\text{StackedEmbedding} = \text{[Glove, flair-X-forward, flair-X-backward]}
\]

Here, X represents the dataset used for pretraining.

### 4.3. Learning domain model using LOCM

Learning Object Centred Models (LOCM) is a family of algorithms [25, 26, 50–52] developed to learn planning domain models using only the plans, i.e., a sequence of actions \(\langle a_0, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n \rangle\). They do not require any intermediate state information in the plans in order to perform learning but rather depend on certain assumptions that hold true for most of the domains. The assumptions made by LOCM mentioned in [25] are:

1. Each instantiated action changes the state of objects which are its arguments, and that each time an action is executed, the preconditions and effects on an object are the same.

2. The behaviour of an object can be described by a single Finite State Machine (FSM)

3. Objects belong to classes and all objects in a class behave in a similar way. In other words, each class of objects has a defined set of states that their objects can occupy. An object’s state may change (state transition) as a result of action instance execution [81].

4. The position of each argument in an instantiated action always takes object of the same class, i.e., the action model/template never changes.

5. Each transition only appears once in the FSM. This assumption was made to avoid the use of conditional effects.

LOCM2 [25] is a more generalised version of LOCM [26] and allows for multiple (parameterised) FSMs per class of objects. By doing this, it relaxes assumption 2 and accommodates multiple behaviours per objects, which is usually the case in real-world. As a consequence, an object occupies one state in each state machine.

### 4.3.1. Preprocessing Action Sequence to satisfy the assumptions made by LOCM2

The assumptions of LOCM2 make it necessary that there should be no noise in the input. In other words, LOCM2 requires an action to be described with a fixed template. The action name should be unique and the action parameters should always be instantiated in the same order and types. This is analogous to a fixed functional prototype with no variable arguments

¹an encoder-decoder attention based model with positional encodings, described in a famous paper called "Attention is all you need" [125]
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in languages like C++ or Java. The extracted action sequences might have actions with the same action name but a different number of parameters. We need to cluster these actions into one or differentiate between them in order to satisfy the assumptions of LOCM2. First, we describe an approach of achieving fixed templates that did not work but was very intuitive and has scope for further research. We thought of preprocessing extracted action sequences in two steps:

1. cluster similar sentences to identify different ways in which an action prototype has been extracted, and
2. choose the best action prototype by doing a frequency analysis.

Lindsay et al. [76] used a similarity metric based on various thesaurus resources to compare words in order to cluster similar actions. One can say that this approach has the same problems as Word2Vec as it averages out the various thesaurus senses. Therefore, we attempted to make use of our contextual embeddings to find similarity between input sentences. Specifically, we created sentence embeddings by averaging out the contextual word embeddings of words of the sentence, normalized them, and compared them using pairwise cosine_similarity method from scikit-learn library [97]. Figure 4.7 shows a heatmap to showcase the similarity of sentences for an example of four sentences:

0. Make a gluten-free sandwich.
1. Make a sandwich which contains no gluten
2. Make a sandwich.
3. Make a sandwich which contains gluten.

![Figure 4.7: The heatmap shows the similarity matrix of sentences for an example extracted sequence](image)

According to contextual similarity, the most similar sentences are 1 and 3, which is completely wrong. They are similar in terms of words and context but a "no" makes them opposite in meaning. Also, BERT Devlin et al. [29] embeddings are not trained for sentence similarity task and thus, doesn’t show good results. Thus, we learned that simply aggregating (contextual) word embeddings is a bad idea and the sentences lose their meaning.

In the end, we employed a simple heuristic which says if two actions have the same names but a different number of arguments, we differentiate between them by appending the first argument’s name that differs. For example, if the extracted action
prototypes were: add(water, cup) and add(milk), then we would convert them to add-water(water, cup) and add-milk(milk). This is not ideal but by doing this, we do not omit any actions or useful information represented by data and finally, the end-user (KE or SME) would have a choice to select between them.

4.3.2. Implementation of Interactive-LOCM2 along with step-wise illustrations

We reimplemented LOCM [26] and its extension LOCM2 [25] in an interactive Jupyter Notebook environment in Python as the original source-code was not available. We call this interactive-LOCM2 because we need minor user-input from the user at three points in the procedure, and the interactive style of Jupyter notebooks makes it easier for the user to enter it. The inputs are optional but do increase the quality and intuitiveness of learned domains. We have already seen in Chapter 1 that automated KE tools are an assistive technology to the KEs and SMEs and thus, by providing such interaction we aim to reduce the effort and time required in modelling real-world domains.

The re-implemented LOCM1+2 [25, 26] combined algorithm is stated in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: LOCM1+2

Input: action training sequence
Output: PDDL domain model

1. Determine classes of objects, and make state machines with transitions as states.
2. Get transition sets from select_transition_sets routine of LOCM2 algorithm
3. Use transition sets from select_transition_sets and create multiple Finite State Machines
4. Create and test hypothesis for state parameters
5. Create and merge state parameters
6. Remove parameter flaws
7. Get static preconditions from user (optional)
8. Form Action Schemas and PDDL model

Step 2 of this algorithm allows for multiple behaviours (parameterised FSMs) per object. The step 2 is described in Figure 4.8. We illustrate the algorithm step-by-step with the example driverlog domain from IPC 2002.

Step 1.1: Determine classes of objects

Input is extracted plans (action sequences) from the trained cEASDRL. LOCM2 assumes that each object in the argument list of an action undergoes a transition and objects of the same class behave in a similar way. We follow what transitions an object undergoes in a sequence. An example sequence for object driver1 of class driver in driverlog domain is shown below:

walk(driver1, ewi, 3me),
walk(driver1, 3me, aula),
board-truck(driver1, truck3, aula),
load-truck(package5, truck3, aula),
drive-truck(truck3, aula, sports-center, driver1),
unload-truck(package5, truck3, sports-center),
disembark-truck(driver1, truck3, sports-center),
walk(driver1, sports-center, ewi)

2https://jupyter.org/
3http://ipc02.icaps-conference.org/
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Procedure select.transition_sets

Input:
\[ T_{all} \] – set of observed transitions for sort
\[ H \] – set of holes, each hole is a set of one or two transitions,
\[ P \] – set of pairs \( \{t_1, t_2\} \), meaning \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) occur as consecutive transitions.
\[ E \] – set of example sequences of actions

Output:
\[ S \] – set of transition sets.

begin
1. \( S \leftarrow \emptyset \)
2. for each \( h \in H \) do
3. \hspace{1cm} if there is no set \( s' \in S \) such that \( h \subseteq s' \) then
4. \hspace{2cm} by breadth-first search, form \( s \), the smallest set such that \( h \subseteq s \subseteq T_{all} \) and \( s \) is valid with respect to \( P, E \) by Definition 2
5. \hspace{1cm} \( S \leftarrow S \cup \{s\} \)
end if
end for

/* Remove redundant sets */
7. if for any two sets \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) in \( S \)
8. \hspace{1cm} \( s_1 \subseteq s_2 \)
9. then \( S \leftarrow S \setminus \{s_1\} \)
end if

/* Include all transitions machine, even though it might not be well-formed */
10. \( S \leftarrow S \cup \{T_{all}\} \)

end

Figure 4.8: Procedure for selecting transition sets, taken from [25]

Here, we label \( \text{walk.0} \) as the transition undergone by the object of class \( \text{driver} \) as \( \text{driver1} \) is the first argument of \( \text{walk} \) action. From the assumption of fixed action templates, we can say that always an object of class \( \text{driver} \) would appear as the first argument. From the action sequence, we can directly observe the action names, the action arguments, and the transitions that are happening in our system. For our example,

**Actions:** \{'load–truck', 'walk', 'disembark–truck',
\hspace{1cm} 'board–truck', 'drive–truck', 'unload–truck'\}

**Objects/Arguments:** \{'sports–center', 'truck3', '3me',
\hspace{1cm} 'package5', 'ewi', 'aula', 'driver1'\}

**Transitions for walk action** are \( \text{walk.0} \), \( \text{walk.1} \) and \( \text{walk.2} \).

Similarly, each object of all actions undergoes a different transition.

Next, we look at the actions that have the same name. Using the assumption that all actions have fixed templates, we can cluster the set of objects that occur at a specific location into a class. In this way, we determine all the classes of objects present in the domain. The extracted classes and their names from the sequence are:

**Classes:**
Sorts/Classes
\[ \{ \text{driver1}, \text{truck3}, \text{package5}, \text{sports–center} \} \]

**Extracted class names**
\[ \{ \text{driver}, \text{truck}, \text{package}, \text{sports–center} \} \]
Here, we need input from the user (user-input no. 1) to rename some of the classes, so that they can make sense later. Using “sports-center” instead of “location” would confuse the end-user. The interactive style of LOCM has this advantage that the end-user can improve the quality of the learned model by monitoring the procedure by executing it step-by-step. Here, a user can rename the fourth class to “location” and the resulting output would be:

Renamed class names
[‘driver’, ‘truck’, ‘package’, ‘location’]

Step 1.2: Make transition state machines.
We first define two concepts: consecutive actions and consecutive transitions. Subsequently, we formulate the transition state-machines in which transitions formulate the states.

Definition: Consecutive Actions: Cresswell et al. [26] define two actions \( a_i \) and \( a_j \) to be consecutive if they operate on the same object and no other action in-between operates on the same object. For example, \( \text{walk(driver1, ewi, 3me)} \) and \( \text{walk(driver1, 3me, aula)} \) are consecutive with respect to objects driver1 and 3me, whereas \( \text{walk(driver1, ewi, 3me)} \) and \( \text{boardtruck (driver1, truck3, aula)} \) are not consecutive with respect to any objects because driver1 was operated by another action in-between.

Definition: Consecutive Transition: Following the definition of consecutive actions and the assumption that classical plans are sequential we can deduce that for a pair of consecutive actions \( \langle a_i, a_j \rangle \) with respect to object O (belonging to class G) occurring at positions \( k \) and \( l \) in their arguments respectively, \text{end-state of transition } a_i.k \text{ will be same as the start state of } a_j.l. \) These type of transitions are called consecutive transitions [26]. Consecutive transitions in our example sequence lead to following equivalence of states:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{end(walk.0)} &= \text{start(walk.0)} \\
\text{end(walk.2)} &= \text{start(walk.1)} \\
\text{end(walk.2)} &= \text{start(board_truck.2)} \quad \ldots \text{ and so on.}
\end{align*}
\]

The next step is to make transition state machine of the sequences. Assuming transitions as “states” and if they are consecutive transitions or not as an indication of a “transition/edge” in FSM, we build a transition-graph. An example of such transition-graph learned from 5 plans of driverlog domain for the driver class is shown in Figure 4.9.

![Figure 4.9](image-url)

Figure 4.9: Transition state machine for driver class in driverlog domain. The weights represent how many times the consecutive transitions were observed.

Unlike LOCM2 [25], we retain the weights which represent how many times the consecutive transitions with respect to the object of class G were observed in the dataset. If we have data in abundance, we can do some noise-reduction techniques like discretisation to make LOCM
work with noisy data. However, as we are aiming one-shot learning, we do not use these weights in this work.

Instead, we use user interaction (optional user-input #2) to observe the transition FSMs and correct them using an interface we made from an open-source web graphing software called Cytoscape.js\(^4\) [40]. The end-user can add/remove the missing/noisy transition-edges and start the rest of the pipeline with corrected transition FSMs. Cytoscape provides many other network analysis utilities like looking for connected components, self-loops, edge betweenness. These could be helpful in noise-reduction if the input data is noisy. Right now, the process of opening and saving graph files is manual but we intend to make an automated user-interface in future.

An equivalent representation of transition FSM is a transition matrix. Figure 4.10 shows transition FSM for the class \textbf{truck}. The equivalent Transition matrix for the class \textbf{truck} shown below:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{c|cccc}
\hline
  & board-truck.1 & load-truck.1 & drive-truck.0 & unload-truck.1 & disembark-truck.1 \\
\hline
board-truck.1 & hole & 6 & 7 & 1 & 1 \\
load-truck.1 & 1 & hole & 9 & 1 & 1 \\
drive-truck.0 & hole & 5 & 10 & 8 & 9 \\
unload-truck.1 & 1 & 1 & 6 & hole & 4 \\
dismbark-truck.1 & 5 & 1 & hole & 1 & hole \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

The numbers show the weights and valid transitions. The keyword \texttt{hole} indicates a behaviour that might get overfit by LOCM1. For a pair of consecutive transitions \(<T_1,T_2>\), LOCM1 would unify the states that should not be unified. \textbf{LOCM's assumption that each transition appears only once in the state-based representation is violated if two rows in the transition matrix have overlapping values but are non-identical.} These are referred to as holes. For example, the driver cannot disembark a truck after disembarking it already. The reason for this stated in [25] is that transition FSM is more expressive notation than STRIPS [34] and we need to eliminate such holes by allowing for multiple behaviours per class of objects object.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{truck_fsm.png}
\caption{Transition state machine for \textbf{truck} class in \textit{driverlog} domain. The weights represent how many times the consecutive transitions were observed.}
\end{figure}

\small
\textsuperscript{4}http://js.cytoscape.org/
Step 2: Get Transitions Sets per class from LOCM2

The step aims to get valid transition sets that define multiple behaviours per class and avoid over-fitting (over-generalization) of LOCM1 that is caused by its unification of states. As discussed, we need valid transition sets because we want to find equivalent state-representations which have more restrictive expression power than transition FSM. Figure 4.8 shows the original procedure select_transition_sets taken from [25]. It tries to partition the transition matrix into different parts so that there are no 'holes' (representing potential wrong state unification) are left. It does so by forming sets via Breadth-First Search starting from smallest to find the largest subset which doesn’t have holes.

For the truck class, final transition set that we got was:

\{ \{'disembark-truck.1', 'drive-truck.0', 'board-truck.1}'
, \{'unload-truck.1', 'disembark-truck.1', 'drive-truck.0', 'board-truck.1', 'load-truck.1}' \}

Thus, by inducing a separate state machine for disembark-truck.1, drive-truck.0 and board-truck.1, the hole in the transition matrix at ⟨disembark – truck.1, disembark.truck.1⟩ stays empty, as this smaller transition FSM doesn’t allow it.

Step 3: Algorithm for induction of state machines

Algorithm 2 takes in the transition set and for each transition defines states start(T1) and end(T1). Then for each pair of consecutive transitions T1,T2 in TS, it unifies states end(T1) and start(T2)

**Algorithm 2: Step 1**

**Input:** action training sequence of length N  
**Output:** transition set TS, set of object states OS

1. Initialize state set OS and transition set TS to empty  
2. Iterate through Aᵢ, i ∈ 1,..,N and j ∈ 1,..,m[i] as follows:  
3. Add state identifiers start(Aᵢ,j) and end(Aᵢ,j) to OS  
4. Add Aᵢ,j to TS  
5. For each pair of consecutive transitions T₁, T₂ in TS  
6. Unify states end(T₁) and start(T₂) in set OS.  
7. end

Induced State FSM1 for the class truck is shown in Figure 4.11. Here state0 can be considered as being “driver outside the truck”, and state 1 can be considered as being “driver inside the truck”. This state-machine imposes a restriction that either the driver is inside or outside the truck, and thus combined with other state-machine representing class truck correctly models the class behaviour.

Before the next discussed step, LOCM uses another step called “zero analysis” [26] to learn an implicit background object. We do not use this as this is a part of static preconditions in a domain which a user can easily specify. These could also be learned from systems like [50] but they will require more data than just one action sequence.
Step 4: Induction of parameterised FSM
LOCM parameterises the state machines to record a pairwise dynamic association between objects [26]. Algorithm 3 taken from [26], describes this step:

**Algorithm 3: Induction of Parameterised FSM (Step 4)**

**Input:** Action Sequence \( Seq \), Transition Set \( TS \), Object set \( Obs \)
**Output:** \( HS \) retained hypothesis for state parameters

1. Form Hypotheses from state machines
   2. For each pair \( B.k \) and \( C.l \) in \( TS \)
      3. such that \( end(B.k) = S = start(C.l) \)
   4. For each pair \( B.k' \) and \( C.l' \) sharing sort \( G' \)
      5. and \( k \neq k', l \neq l' \)
   6. Store in hypothesis set \( HS \) the hypothesis \( H = < S, B, k, k', C, l, l', G, G' > \)

Step 6: Creation and merging of state parameters
Since many hypotheses are redundant, this step tries to reduce the number of hypotheses found. The redundancy comes from the fact that there are multiple transitions that go through a state and each one doesn’t need their own parameter. They set and read the same parameters of the state, much like mutex locks in Operating Systems. We create parameters
bindings related to all hypotheses and then merge them if two hypotheses operate on the same state [26].

**Step 7: Removing parameter flaws**
There might still be parameters that enter into the transition but set the value of a parameter of that state. Such bindings are called parameter flaws and are removed from the parameter bindings set. For example, fault removed parameter bindings were found between some location states and object of type driver.

**Step 6: Extraction of static preconditions**
This is the last input required by the user (user input #3). These are relatively easy to write in the final PDDL model itself. Automated methods such as [50, 63] have been devised to detect static preconditions, but require more data to converge.

**Step 7: Formulation of PDDL action schema**
This step creates one predicate each for an object state. Action schema is induced by using the action prototype from plans. Preconditions and Effects are determined in “and” form from various induced finite state machines. The full learned model of driverlog domain is presented in Section B.3.

In the end, to use the extracted domain model we have to specify the states in terms of \( \text{start}(T1), \text{end}(T2), \ldots \) etc., where \( T1 \) and \( T2 \) are transitions. This is very tedious to do and this representation of state knowledge in terms of transitions is not human-readable. Since we do one-shot learning from a single process manual, this is still manageable for the purposes of our thesis but we do need a better approach to show the user state knowledge.

### 4.4. Summary
We once again refer to our formal modal in Figure 4.1 in order to solidify the discussions about individual components. Our main contributions in this chapter are to combine all three components: contextual embeddings [4, 29, 99], EASDRL [33] and LOCM [25, 26] into one seamless module called NLtoPDDL, which takes as input a natural language process manual and generates as output a PDDL model. In terms of implementation, we reimplemented LOCM1+2 in an interactive fashion to incorporate user input. The reasoning behind this is that LOCM2 is heuristic in nature [25]. Although LOCM2 requires no background information, it usually requires many plan traces for synthesising meaningful domain models. The output represents to its best efforts what is given in the example sequences. If the sequences are always goal-oriented, the LOCM2 might miss certain aspects of the domain. For best results, both exploratory and goal-oriented actions should be incorporated. As we want to one-shot learn the domains from natural language process manuals, we use user-interaction alongside our reimplementation of LOCM to mitigate this limitation. However, while evaluating the learned domain models in Chapter 5, we do not use this optional user input, except for changing detected class names.
Experimental Evaluation

Since the NLtoPDDL pipeline described in Chapter 4 happens in two stages, we did an experimental analysis for each phase separately. We first evaluated the performance of our trained contextual-DQN approaches in order to select the best approach for action sequence extraction task.

Later, in Section 5.2, we employed this trained-DQN to extract action sequences from unseen process manuals and learn the domain models using LOCM2 [25]. We evaluated the learned domain models on their accuracy, robustness, completeness and intuitiveness.

5.1. Evaluating Trained DQN
Our evaluation of the trained DQN model aimed to confirm the following hypothesis:

• *Hypothesis 1.* Transfer Learning in NLP, which uses unsupervised pretraining of language models on huge corpora to generate dynamic contextual embeddings will seamlessly integrate into DQN architecture of EASDRL [33] and will push the state-of-the-art by improving upon the F1-scores for extraction of action names and action arguments.

• *Hypothesis 2.* Use of dynamic contextual embeddings will resolve the issues caused by the use of non-contextual embeddings, namely, out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, polysemy, shared representation, and infinite word senses.

• *Hypothesis 3.* By having a 20% unseen test set, we can detect overfitting and thus, have an unbiased estimate about the generalisation of our approaches to real-world user data.

• *Hypothesis 4.* Employing Transfer Learning through contextual embeddings would make the DQN converge faster with the same amount of data, i.e., the training would converge in less number of epochs.

5.1.1. Experimental Setup
The training of models was done on TU Delft’s insy-cluster\(^1\) to utilise the available GPUs that were needed for training the DQNs. Following are the details of our experimental setup related to action sequence extraction problem:

**Annotated Datasets.** For the training of the DRL models, the annotated datasets are taken from Feng et al. [33]'s open-source repository\(^2\) for three real-world domains:

\(^1\)http://insy.ewi.tudelft.nl/content/hpc-cluster
\(^2\)https://github.com/Fence/EASDRL
1. “Microsoft Windows Help and Support” (WinHelp) documents [17]
2. “CookingTutorial” (Cooking) \(^3\)
3. “WikiHow Home and Garden” (WikiHG) \(^4\)

The datasets are of increasing complexity in the context of the task of finding action names and arguments as described in Table 5.1. “Labelled texts” row shows the total number of documents that represent different process manuals or recipes. “Input-Output pairs” row depicts the number of \(\langle\text{word, annotation}\rangle\) type training pairs which were detailed in Section 4.1. Action name and action argument rates represent the frequency of occurrence of actions and arguments in respective datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WinHelp</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>WikiHG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Labelled texts</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input-Output pairs</td>
<td>1.5K</td>
<td>134K</td>
<td>34M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action name rate (%)</td>
<td>19.47</td>
<td>10.37</td>
<td>7.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action argument rate (%)</td>
<td>15.45</td>
<td>7.44</td>
<td>6.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Annotated Datasets used to train the Deep RL models. Values taken from [33]

**Introduction of the Test Set.** Although Feng et al. [33] used cross-validation to average out scores on different validation folds, they did not use a test dataset to get an unbiased estimate of the performance of EASDRL. We held-out 20% of our data as unseen test data to test Hypothesis 3. We then used 80% of the remaining data as training data and 20% of the remaining data as validation data. Thus, the final ratio of training-validation-test data split was 64-16-20. We did not use cross-validation folds to avoid out-of-memory issues caused by large embeddings on limited resources of the insy-cluster, as well as to save computational time.

**Number of Epochs.** The number of epochs we trained the contextual-DQNs was set to 1. The primary reason was limited memory resource quota on insy-cluster. However, this led us to test the faster convergence rate of contextual-embeddings (Hypothesis 4).

**Hyperparameters and Reproducibility.** We used the same hyperparameters for the ConvNet (Q-estimator of the DQNs) as mentioned in the [33] except for changes in number of epochs and embedding dimensions. The authors of EASDRL took these parameters from MGNC-CNN [13]. An instance of the architecture of the CNN used is shown in Appendix E. We varied the input dimension according to the embedding used, for example, ELMo embeddings used \((500 \times 868 \times 2)\) for action names and \((100 \times 868 \times 3)\) for action arguments. For reproducibility, the source code is available on https://github.com/Shivam-Miglani/contextual_drl.

**Evaluation Metrics.** For the evaluation of approaches, the validation set’s F1-scores were computed to compare with the results in [33]. In addition, we computed the F1-scores on test dataset to gauge the generalisability of approaches (Hypothesis 3). F1-scores were computed the same way as in [33]. Specifically,

\[
\text{precision} = \frac{\# \text{TotalRight}}{\# \text{TotalTagged}},
\]

\(^3\)http://cookingtutorials.com/
\(^4\)https://www.wikihow.com/Category:Home-and-Garden
\[
\text{recall} = \frac{\#\text{TotalRight}}{\#\text{TotalTruth}},
\]

and \( F_1 = \frac{2 \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}} \)

where, \( \#\text{TotalRight} \) is the number of correctly extracted action names or action arguments; \( \#\text{TotalTagged} \) is the number of extracted action names or action arguments; and \( \#\text{TotalTruth} \) is the number of ground truth action names or action arguments from the annotations.

### 5.1.2. Baselines and cEASDRL Contenders

To compare with our contextual-EASDRL (cEASDRL) approaches, we used variants of non-contextual approaches like Framer [76] and EASDRL [33] as baselines:

1. **StanfordCoreNLP**: Stanford CoreNLP [80], a NLP library was used to parse the texts and tag parts-of-speech (POS) to the words. Using these tags the sequences of actions was extracted by selecting a verb as an action name, and the objects as action arguments in [76]. This was not implemented in our research and results shown are reported from [33].

2. **EASDRL and rEASDRL**: EASDRL from [33], which uses word2vec embeddings [85] was used as a baseline because it produced state-of-the-art results for action sequence extraction problem. As the paper reported only cross-validation results, we compared it with the results of contenders on our validation set. However, the results of EASDRL are not directly comparable as they are averaged out on 10 folds of the cross-validation but still give some indication of relative performance on F1 score.

   For direct comparisons on both validation and test datasets, Reproduced-EASDRL (rEASDRL) was used. rEASDRL is same as EASDRL[33] except that it employed our experimental setup of 64-16-20 train-val-test split without cross-validation, instead of EASDRL’s 10 fold-cross validation without a hold-out test set. In essence, rEASDRL trained on less data, i.e., 64% instead of 80% and so did our contender approaches.

   We trained both EASDRL and rEASDRL methods for 20 epochs each for action name DQN and action argument DQN. The value 20 epochs was the original setting used in the EASDRL paper.

3. **GloVe + rEASDRL**: In GloVe + rEASDRL baseline, the 50-dimensional word2vec embeddings [85] were replaced by the 100-dimensional GloVe embeddings [98].

4. **POS-GloVe + rEASDRL**: In POS-GloVe + rEASDRL baseline, we added some context to the words by appending parts-of-speech (POS) information extracted from the Stanford CoreNLP library [80] and then retrained the GloVe embeddings. For example, if the word was “cheese” is replaced by “cheese|NN”, where NN stands for “Noun, singular or mass”.

   This approach is inspired by and is a simplified version of researches presented in Sense2Vec [121] and syntax-tree embeddings [78]. The simplified version was used because both approaches use their own tokenizers, which compound multiple words into a single joined word. This messes up the word index order of the training dataset and consequently, the annotations are no longer applicable.

**Our Approach.** We now specify the variants of our contextual-EASDRL (cEASDRL) approach which are distinguished by the choice of contextual embedding they use. Since the papers
of contextual embeddings suggest appending non-contextual embeddings like word2vec or GloVe to them, we append 100-dimensional GloVe vectors to each of the embeddings to generate stacked embeddings. The following were our choice of stacked-embeddings based on empirical evidence of their performance in their respective research papers [4, 29, 99].

1. **GloVe + ELMo + cEASDRL**: This cEASDRL's variant uses 100 dimensional GloVe embeddings [98] and 768 dimensional ELMo embeddings [99]. The pre-trained dataset used by these embeddings is 1B Word Benchmark [19][99].

2. **GloVe + BERT + cEASDRL**: In this variant of cEASDRL, we use the bert-base-uncased version of BERT embeddings [29] which are 3072-dimensional long vectors stacked with 100 dimensions of glove making it a 3172-dimensional stacked embedding. The datasets used in pretraining the bert-base-uncased are e BooksCorpus (800M words) [134] and English Wikipedia (2,500M words)5[29].

3. **GloVe + Flair-f-b + cEASDRL**: In this variant of cEASDRL, we use stacked mix-forward and mix-backward Flair character embeddings [4], each of which is 2048 dimensions. Stacked with GloVe, this makes a 4196-dimensional word embedding. The mix-forward and mix-backward versions are pre-trained on the mixed corpus (Web, Wikipedia, Subtitles) [5]. Due to high memory requirements, we also limit the character limit per word to 128 characters by setting the chars_per_chunk in the optional arguments of the Flair-Stacked embedding.

All the contextual embeddings are implemented using Flair NLP library6 [5] using its StackedEmbedding class.

### 5.1.3. Results of Comparison with Baselines

F1-scores of all three datasets for action names and action arguments are reported for the validation dataset and test dataset.

**Validation dataset results.** Validation dataset allowed us to iterate over it repeatedly and get the best possible model weights and parameters. In Table 5.2, we can see from the validation results of the contextual-approaches are better than that of baselines just in 1 epoch. Specifically, there is an improvement of 4-7% in the F1-score from the best baseline for action names in all three datasets but barely any significant improvements in F1-score for action arguments.

On the other hand, the baseline POS-GloVe+rEASDRL had terrible results as the average loss of DQN generally increased, and the RL agent became too conservative to act. It neither selected or rejected a word to avoid negative rewards. The blame may be given to appended parts-of-speech tags which distinguish the context in which word is used. This creates different entries in the lookup-table of GloVe or Word2Vec and struggles to generalise when the same word is used in a new context. The results of this baseline also indicate that the results are highly dependent on the accuracy of dependency parsing.

The validation results give us an idea of the performance of cEASDRL variants compared to non-cEASDRL variants but is a biased estimate as it underestimates the true test error substantially. Thus, we look at the performance of all approaches on 20% of held-out test dataset to get an unbiased estimate that is closer to the real-world usage.

---

5https://dumps.wikimedia.org/

6https://github.com/zalandoresearch/flair
### 5.1. Evaluating Trained DQN

#### Table 5.2: F1-scores on 16% of validation dataset in 64-16-20 training-validation-test split. * indicates the result taken from [33]. Note that, extraction of action arguments uses ground-truth action names.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Epochs</th>
<th>Cross-val</th>
<th>WinHelp</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>WikiHG</th>
<th>WinHelp</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>WikiHG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>StanfordCoreNLP*</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>62.66</td>
<td>67.39</td>
<td>62.75</td>
<td>38.79</td>
<td>43.31</td>
<td>42.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASDRL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10-fold</td>
<td>93.46</td>
<td>84.18</td>
<td>75.40</td>
<td>95.07</td>
<td>74.80</td>
<td>75.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>word2vec+rEASDRL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>92.03</td>
<td>81.99</td>
<td>74.02</td>
<td>94.90</td>
<td>74.05</td>
<td>73.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloVe+rEASDRL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>94.08</td>
<td>80.41</td>
<td>64.58</td>
<td>93.35</td>
<td>74.21</td>
<td>73.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS-GloVe+rEASDRL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>32.33</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>73.24</td>
<td>38.82</td>
<td>42.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloVe+ELMo+cEASDRL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>92.75</td>
<td>87.29</td>
<td>79.22</td>
<td>92.06</td>
<td>75.81</td>
<td>76.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloVe+BERT+cEASDRL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>96.22</td>
<td>89.18</td>
<td>82.59</td>
<td>92.78</td>
<td>73.23</td>
<td>76.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloVe+Flair-f-b+cEASDRL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>97.32</td>
<td>88.86</td>
<td>79.16</td>
<td>83.43</td>
<td>62.41</td>
<td>72.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Table 5.3: F1-scores on 20% of test dataset in 64-16-20 training-validation-test split. Note that, extraction of action arguments uses ground-truth action names.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Epochs</th>
<th>Cross-val</th>
<th>WinHelp</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>WikiHG</th>
<th>WinHelp</th>
<th>Cooking</th>
<th>WikiHG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>word2vec+rEASDRL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>91.98</td>
<td>80.17</td>
<td>73.77</td>
<td>85.15</td>
<td>69.65</td>
<td>68.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloVe+EASDRL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>93.96</td>
<td>78.44</td>
<td>57.87</td>
<td>94.02</td>
<td>71.79</td>
<td>47.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POS-GloVe+rEASDRL</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>32.68</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>74.55</td>
<td>38.63</td>
<td>51.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloVe+ELMo+cEASDRL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>92.75</td>
<td>85.18</td>
<td>78.43</td>
<td>92.47</td>
<td>76.50</td>
<td>77.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloVe+BERT+cEASDRL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>96.15</td>
<td>88.42</td>
<td>82.95</td>
<td>90.56</td>
<td>72.98</td>
<td>74.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GloVe+Flair-f-b+cEASDRL</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>97.46</td>
<td>86.19</td>
<td>80.09</td>
<td>83.64</td>
<td>64.40</td>
<td>72.82</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test dataset results. In Table 5.3, we can clearly notice the advantage of using contextual embeddings. For the action names, we see an improvement over the best baseline by 5-8% in all datasets.

For the action arguments, the biased estimate of the baselines on validation tests is revealed, i.e., they were underestimating the true test error. Hence, the performance of baselines drops significantly, especially in complex datasets (Cooking and WikiHG). On the other hand, the performance of cEASDRL approaches is even better on the test sets than validation results, making them more generalisation to real-world settings. In particular, GloVe+ELMo+cEASDRL beat the best baselines by 5-9% in Cooking and WikiHG datasets.

Thus, we can confirm that contextual embeddings did integrate well into the DQN architecture, and beat the current state-of-the-art results presented in EASDRL [33] for the action sequence extraction problem. This confirms our Hypothesis 1,3 and 4.

Chosen model. Based on test results, we choose GloVe+BERT+cEASDRL as our final model for extracting action names. It is chosen because it performs better than GloVe+Flair-f-b+cEASDRL on harder datasets of Cooking and WikiHG. Similarly, GloVe+ELMo+cEASDRL was chosen as our final model for extracting the related action arguments.

#### 5.1.4. Qualitative analysis of the Extracted Sequences

F1-score is a qualitative measure of improvement in the quality of sequences, but what does a 5% increase in F1-score actually mean. Intuitively, it should much more significant than 5% improvement in accuracy, because it gives equal weights to precision and recall.

To determine this qualitatively assessed the extracted action sequences from unseen data. Figure 5.1 shows an example of action descriptions taken from Florida Atlantic University’s website[^7] to emulate the user-input. The extracted action sequences of Word2Vec + rEASDRL and our chosen cEASDRL model are compared and shown in Figure
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5.1. We can see that cEASDRL produces coherent and correct action sequences, unlike Word2Vec + rEASDRL. In sentence no. 2, Word2Vec model initialises unseen words as zero vectors and thus, is unable to extract essential actions. On the other hand, cEASDRL does extract correct action from unseen data and even recognises an exclusive-or between “hazardous experiments” and “procedures”.

We see a safety-critical scenario in sentence no. 5, Word2Vec + rEASDRL, incorrectly extracts an action “go()” and misses the ES argument “heat”, whereas the chosen cEASDRL model correctly extracts the actions described in the statement. Some arguments are missed by both approaches, for example, “nature of emergency” in sentence no. 8. The reason behind might be that the models are trained to extract single word arguments. Also, cEASDRL correctly skips sentence no. 1 and 10 as they do not represent any ES action names.

Thus, we can conclude that even 5-7% improvement in F1-score corresponds to huge improvements in the overall sequence quality. We can also easily deduce that the contextual embeddings do solve for problems of out-of-vocabulary (OOV), polysemy, and shared representation. This is due to the fact that language models are pretrained on character level (e.g., ELMo) or sub-word level (e.g., BERT), and these algorithms take in the whole sentence as input to consider the context of the word and then generate a dynamic word-embedding rather than a fixed vector. As the language models for contextual-embeddings are trained on huge corpora, they also solve for a large extent the problem of infinite word senses. This section qualitatively confirms our hypotheses 2 and 3.

In the next section, we evaluate the domain models which were learned using the chosen model's extracted action sequences using LOCM2.

5.2. Learning of Domain Models

To learn a domain, we apply NLtoPDDL's second phase to its natural language process manual containing action descriptions describing a valid plan. We test our domain learning approach on IPC problems related to our datasets and couple of process manuals taken from the real-world settings.

We aim to confirm the following hypothesis in this section:

• Hypothesis 5. We can one-shot induce a valid PDDL domain model from an extracted action sequence belonging to a natural language process manual.

• Hypothesis 6. The learned domain model’s robustness (precision) and completeness (recall) would correspond to the F1-scores of the chosen sequence extracting approach.

• Hypothesis 7. The learned domain models would be intuitive which makes them easy to extend and modify for the user.

• Hypothesis 8. We can extend NLtoPDDL to durative actions by learning durative domains, a type of non-classical domain.

5.2.1. Learning IPC Domains

Reference Models. We did not have the liberty to pick popular domains from the IPC competitions because they do not relate to our training datasets. Nevertheless, we selected the following classical domains which seem to be related to our training datasets:
1. **child_snack**: We used sequential, optimal version of the child_snack domain which was used in IPC 2014. We chose this domain because it is about cooking and we can use weights learned from the cooking dataset to extract action sequences.

The authors Raquel Fuentetaja and Tomás de la Rosa Turbides describe the domain as:

“This domain is to plan how to make and serve sandwiches for a group of children in which some are allergic to gluten. Problems in this domain define the ingredients to make sandwiches at the initial state. Goals consist of having all kids served with a sandwich to which they are not allergic.”

2. **woodworking**: A subset of woodworking domain is taken from the sequential optimal track of IPC 2008. We chose this domain because it might be related to the home and gardening dataset’s distribution. It is described in IPC 2008 as:

“Simulates the works in woodworking workshop where there is some quantity of wood that has to be polished, coloured etc. using different tools with different cost.”

Although the domain is quite large with six kinds of machines with action costs, we attempted to learn only a small subset ignoring the action-costs.

The reference PDDL models of the domains can be found in Appendix A.

**Unseen Datasets.** We crafted the action descriptions for the domain by thinking of an instance of a valid sequence of actions. We also used PLANNING.DOMAINS website [90], which includes a cloud planner to solve the original domains to get example plans in order to think of our action descriptions in English. The input action descriptions, the extracted action sequences, and the learned domain model are presented in Appendix B.

**Evaluation Metrics.** We checked for learned models completeness and soundness (robustness) compared to the reference model. To evaluate the soundness and completeness of the learned domain model, we calculate precision and recall in the same manner as used in [2]. Intuitively, precision gives a notion of soundness or robustness by telling us how many selected domain items were relevant. On the other hand, recall gives a notion of the completeness of learned domain models by telling us how many relevant items were selected. Formally,

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{tp}{tp + fp},
\]

where \( tp \) is the number of true positives, i.e., the predicates that correctly appear in the action model, and \( fp \) is the number of false positives, i.e., predicates that appeared in the learned action model but should not appear. Recall is formally defined as

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{tp}{tp + fn},
\]

where \( fn \) is the number of false negatives, i.e., predicates that should appear in the learned action model but are missing.

We also employed precision and recall on the detected action names and each action’s arguments, which will always be high if we are learning from structured data but not necessarily high when learning from natural language data.

---


Table 5.4: Precision (P) and Recall (R) averaged over all learned actions, representing soundness and completeness of the learned PDDL models, respectively. The precision and recall of preconditions and effects are based on the preconditions and effects of the arguments that were extracted. Otherwise, they would be zero as we were not able to extract the full set of arguments in the first phase of NLtoPDDL. These results are only indicative of performance for one instance of process manuals, and can’t be generalised. -* means that learned actions were too different to compare.

Table 5.5: Validity and intuitiveness of domains.

---

### 5.2.2. Results on IPC Domains

**Soundness and Completeness.** Compared to the reference model, the precision and recall for action names, action arguments, action preconditions and action effects are stated in Table 5.4. The precision and recall scores were calculated manually and were averaged over all actions. The precision and recall over action names are similar to the F1-scores learned by cEASDRL model. However, the precision and recall over action parameters are way less than F1-scores of cEASDRL. This is because the instructions provided are not representative of the annotated dataset.

As we were not able to learn all the arguments, the preconditions and effects would never exactly match their counterparts in the reference model. Therefore, while calculating precision and recall for preconditions and effects, we ignored the unlearned arguments by assuming they are always present and then evaluated the rest of the behaviour. In other words, the results related to preconditions and effects are representative of the predicates that the learned model got right in terms of arguments that are present in it. Moreover, these results are only indicative of the performance for the type of natural language instructions that we crafted. These cannot be compared with PDDL models learned from structured data or previous research because of the “free” form of natural language that is used as input. As the same instructions could be said in a hundred different ways, we played around a little bit with the style of crafted instructions by changing it using an online paraphrasing tool, called QuillBot\(^\text{10}\) to see changes in the learned PDDL model. The paraphrased process manuals generated a different domain model each time, and qualitatively evaluating it by manually calculating precision and recall was not feasible. Thus, we opted for a different approach of measuring the validity and intuitiveness of the learned PDDL model. These are the aspects that are important for the end-user (KEs or SMEs), especially, when they want to understand, modify or extend the learned PDDL models.

Table 5.5: Validity and intuitiveness of domains.

---

**Validity and Intuitiveness.** We imported the learned domain model in mypddl-IDE [116]
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plugin of Sublime Text\footnote{https://github.com/Pold87/myPDDL}. The context-aware syntax highlighting feature of mypddl\cite{116} distinctly represents missing brackets, missing expressions and misspelled keywords. As expected, we didn’t find any syntactical mistakes because our PDDL code is automatically generated through simple rules based on LOCM output, which avoids such mistakes.

We discuss the learned behaviours and compare it with intended semantics to measure the intuitiveness.

- **child_snack**: The input action descriptions, the extracted action sequences and the learned domain model are presented in Section B.1. The learned domain model combined the \texttt{make\_sandwich\_no\_gluten} and \texttt{make\_sandwich} actions of original domain into single action \texttt{make} of making a sandwich with an extra argument for sandwich-type. The learned \texttt{make} action is shown below:

```
(:action make
 :parameters (?gluten-free sandwich-type ?sandwich sandwich)
 :precondition (and
 (sandwich-type_fsm0_state0)
 (sandwich-type_fsm0_state1 ?v0 sandwich ?v1 sandwich)
 (sandwich_fsm0_state0)
 (sandwich_fsm0_state1)
 (sandwich_fsm1_state0))
 :effect (and
 (sandwich-type_fsm0_state0)
 (sandwich-type_fsm0_state1 ?v0 sandwich ?v1 sandwich)
 (sandwich-type_fsm0_state2)
 (sandwich_fsm0_state0)
 (sandwich_fsm0_state1)
 (sandwich_fsm1_state0))
)
```

Here, the precondition and effect with state \texttt{sandwich\_type\_fsm0\_state1\textasciitilde} has parameters \(v0\) and \(v1\) of the sandwich class, which represents that sandwich-type is always dependent on a sandwich. There are two parameters, one for \texttt{gluten\_sandwich} and other for \texttt{gluten\_free\_sandwich}. Learned domain model has an extra action \texttt{take}, which takes the ingredients of a sandwich before making it. This showcases that LOCM only considers \texttt{atomic actions} and cannot combine multiple actions into a macro-action. In the context of natural language data, this leads to multiple versions of learned domain models based on slight tweaks in natural language data. The learned domain model completely misses out the behaviours of classes \texttt{child} and \texttt{place}, which are present in the reference model. This happened because the cEASDRL failed to extract arguments related to \texttt{child} and \texttt{place}.

The FSM states are simple and intuitive to infer in case of the small input we used. For example, looking at the state dictionary for \texttt{sandwich\_fsm0\_state1}, we obtain the state \{end(make.1), start(put.1)\}, which represents two equivalent states: a state which marks the end of making a sandwich and equivalently, a state which marks the starting point of putting a sandwich into the tray. Thus, this corresponds to the state “sandwich is prepared”. However, inferring this information manually for each state predicate is tedious and not a scalable approach.

- **woodworking**: The input action descriptions, the extracted action sequences and the learned domain model is presented in Section B.2. Similar behaviour was observed in
woodworking. Although, a valid PDDL model representing some meaningful constructs of the domain, it again missed some aspects such as types of machines available (planer and glazer), the colour information. The reason behind is two-fold: some of these are static conditions which never appear in the example sequence and requires approaches like [50] (with more data) to learn these, and others are simply due to missed arguments by the DQN. The learned model did incorporate the cost of actions in a separate function called `increase`, but this is not desirable as action-costs must be specified with the actions themselves. To mitigate this, we see an extension of NL2PDDL to a temporal domain (Section 5.2.4) in which time works like an action-cost. An interesting thing that we observed in both IPC domains was that the learned model segregates composite actions which can’t be described in a single phrase into two and links them up with state parameters. This might be a desirable property in some applications where only atomic actions are allowed.

From our perspective, the words used to represent classes of objects, objects, action names and arguments are mostly correct and understandable, as they are derived from the natural language process manual, which makes the domain model somewhat intuitive. The problematic aspect is state names which are of the form “class-name fsm-no. state-no.”, and one needs to look at the state dictionary and FSMs to see. The results are summarised in Table 5.5. For a smaller domain like child_snack, it was easier to identify problems and fix the intended meaning.

SMEs which do not have experience in planning languages might find it hard to extend such PDDL models. A future user study, comprising of KEs and SMEs, is required to substantiate these claim as intuitiveness of PDDL models is a subjective property.

Despite the inconclusiveness, the main advantage of NLtoPDDL is its generalisability to real-world data. In the next subsection, we evaluate NLtoPDDL to learn an initial PDDL domain model from free instructional texts from a fire safety process manual.

### 5.2.3. Learning PDDL Model from Real-World Process Manual

We take a real-world process manual of our fire safety domain, for which we extracted an action sequence in Figure 5.1. We discuss the learned models strengths and weaknesses below:

- The domain model extracts: `provide`, `call`, `take`, `turn-off`, `secure`, `using`, `proceed`, `inform`, `check`, and `close` as the actions. From manually annotating the input and comparing our extraction to it, we calculated 0.91 and 1.0 to be precision and recall, respectively, on action extraction. Similarly, the precision and recall for extracted action parameters was 0.84 and 0.65, respectively. We can see that the action extraction rate is better than the domains from IPC. This is because the real-world instructional data is similar to the training datasets used. For the IPC domains, we manually made the dataset with simple instructions. This shows that our method is generalisable to variety of writing styles but is susceptible to perform better for data distribution that is similar to the training set.

- The preconditions and effects of learned actions mostly reflect the previous action’s state (which was unified with other states) and reflective of what one could do best from the observed data of one sequence. This is intuitive because there is only sequence of actions happening in the fire safety manual, and the exclusive actions were filtered out while extraction. However, the way of representing preconditions and effects in terms of states of various FSMs requires a graphical user interface (GUI) for user to make sense out of it. Manually determining the current state of an object in all its class’s FSMs is
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...tedious and a non-scalable approach. In future, we do intend to incorporate a GUI for observing state information.

5.2.4. Extension to Durative Actions
To further check the flexibility of our approach, we tried to incorporate durative actions in our learned PDDL models. For this experiment, we used a durative tea domain taken from [120]. One advantage of using natural language data is that we can take advantage of existing tools available in NLP in our pipeline. Thus, we can use Named Entity Recognition (NER) to extract time phrases. This can also be incorporated into another DQN architecture but it would be an overkill and too specific for this task. We used spaCy [61] library’s statistical NER to detect time phrases. Figure 5.2 shows the time phrases detected for the tea domain [120]:

The time phrases are detected with high precision, however, we still need to assign these time phrases as action arguments for some action. We follow a heuristic that the action name’s index which is closest to the starting index of time phrase and is in the same sentence as time phrase will exhibit the durative behaviour. This surprisingly worked very well for tea domain as all actions except visit got the correct duration. Action visit’s duration was assigned to action wait. The action wait in the original Tea domain [120] is a subcomponent of visit. Thus, we can say that all time durations were extracted and modelled correctly in the domain model. The input and extracted action sequences, and the learned domain model are presented in Appendix D. The learned domain model closely resembles the reference model and models the behaviour correctly, except for the preconditions and effects related to missing argument mug and implicit static hand object in all actions.

5.2.5. Summary of Evaluating Domain Models
Through these demonstrations, we can confirm our Hypothesis 5 which states that we can one-shot induce valid PDDL domain models from an extracted action sequence. As the models miss out on static conditions (optional user-input 3) and suffer from some arguments that were not extracted, these can be termed as shallow models and can be used in approaches like model-lite planning [138, 143], which learn from incomplete models or as an initial model by the SMEs and the KEs to learn some interesting models from NL data.

The soundness and completeness of the learned domain model in terms of extracted action names and action parameters is on par with the testing F1 scores of DQN. However, the soundness and completeness of learned domain model in terms of preconditions and effects is not great due to missing arguments and not learning static conditions, and thus, we rejected Hypothesis 6.

The learned domain models are intuitive in terms of action names, action arguments, and the predicates. However, in terms of preconditions and effects, they are hard to read and extend as user has to track multiple finite state machines without any GUI (rejecting Hypothesis 7). Through user-interaction, we can deal with such issues but first, a user study is required to gauge the effectiveness of learned models in reducing time-consumption for PDDL modelling. Perhaps, no state observability is too strong an assumption to learn from unstructured data. Relaxing this observation would allow us to use more robust domain learning algorithms than heuristic learning of LOCM2 [25] but would require learning of the state information from natural language data. Nonetheless, the foundations of NLtoPDDL are laid in a very actively research field of NLP, which makes it possible to do much more than what is demonstrated. One such example that confirms Hypothesis 8 (durative actions) is demonstrated above.
### Experimental Evaluation

![Figure 5.1: Extraction results of Word2Vec + rEASDRL and chosen BERT + ELMo cEASDRL using the weights of WikiHG dataset. Since many words are not seen by Word2Vec + rEASDRL model, it initialises them to zero vectors and thus, it misses to extract many essential (ES) action names in sentence no. 2, 3, 6 and 9. It also fails to detect some ES action arguments. On the other hand, cEASDRL correctly skips Sentence no. 1 and 10 as they do not represent any ES action names. Thus, even the 5-7% improvement in F1-score corresponds to huge improvements in the overall sequence quality.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word2Vec + rEASDRL</th>
<th>BERT + ELMo cEASDRL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NO1: Fire(1) Alarm(2) Instructions(3)</td>
<td>NO1: Fire(1) Alarm(2) Instructions(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO2: Turn-off(1) all(2) hazardous(3) experiments(4) or(5) procedures(6) before(7) evacuating,(8)</td>
<td>NO2: Turn-off(1) all(2) hazardous(3) experiments(4) or(5) procedures(6) before(7) evacuating,(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO3: If(1) possible(2) take(3) or(4) secure(5) all(6) valuables(7) wallets(8) purses(9) keys(10) etc(11) as(12) quickly(13) as(14) possible(15)</td>
<td>NO3: If(1) possible(2) take(3) or(4) secure(5) all(6) valuables(7) wallets(8) purses(9) keys(10) etc(11) as(12) quickly(13) as(14) possible(15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO4: Close(1) all(2) doors(3) behind(4) you(5) as(6) you(7) exit,(8)</td>
<td>NO4: Close(1) all(2) doors(3) behind(4) you(5) as(6) you(7) exit,(8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1&gt; Close (doors)</td>
<td>&lt;4&gt; Close (doors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO5: Check(1) all(2) doors(3) for(4) heat(5) before(6) you(7) open(8) or(9) go(10) through(11) them(12) to(13) avoid(14) walking(15) into(16) a(17) fire,(18)</td>
<td>NO5: Check(1) all(2) doors(3) for(4) heat(5) before(6) you(7) open(8) or(9) go(10) through(11) them(12) to(13) avoid(14) walking(15) into(16) a(17) fire,(18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;2&gt; Check (doors)</td>
<td>&lt;5&gt; Check (doors, heat)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO6: Evacuate(1) the(2) building(3) using(4) the(5) nearest(6) exit(7) or(8) stairway(9)</td>
<td>NO6: Evacuate(1) the(2) building(3) using(4) the(5) nearest(6) exit(7) or(8) stairway(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO7: Do(1) not(2) use(3) the(4) elevators(5)</td>
<td>NO7: Do(1) not(2) use(3) the(4) elevators(5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO8: Call(1) 911(2) from(3) the(4) safe(5) area(6) and(7) provide(8) name(9) location(10) and(11) nature(12) of(13) emergency(14)</td>
<td>NO8: Call(1) 911(2) from(3) the(4) safe(5) area(6) and(7) provide(8) name(9) location(10) and(11) nature(12) of(13) emergency(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;5&gt; Call (911)</td>
<td>&lt;6&gt; provide (name, location)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO9: Proceed(1) to(2) a(3) pre-determined(4) assembly(5) area(6) of(7) building(8) and(9) remain(10) there(11) until(12) you(13) are(14) told(15) to(16) re-enter(17) by(18) the(19) emergency(20) personnel(21) in(22) charge,(23)</td>
<td>NO9: Proceed(1) to(2) a(3) pre-determined(4) assembly(5) area(6) of(7) building(8) and(9) remain(10) there(11) until(12) you(13) are(14) told(15) to(16) re-enter(17) by(18) the(19) emergency(20) personnel(21) in(22) charge,(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1&gt; Proceed (pre-determined, assembly, area)</td>
<td>&lt;10&gt; remain (there)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO10: Do(1) not(2) impede(3) access(4) of(5) emergency(6) personnel(7) to(8) the(9) area(10)</td>
<td>NO10: Do(1) not(2) impede(3) access(4) of(5) emergency(6) personnel(7) to(8) the(9) area(10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO11: Inform(1) Building(2) Safety(3) Personnel(4) or(5) Emergency(6) Personnel(7) off(8) the(9) event(10) conditions(11) and(12) location(13) of(14) individuals(15) who(16) require(17) assistance(18) and(19) have(20) not(21) been(22) evacuated(23)</td>
<td>NO11: Inform(1) Building(2) Safety(3) Personnel(4) or(5) Emergency(6) Personnel(7) off(8) the(9) event(10) conditions(11) and(12) location(13) of(14) individuals(15) who(16) require(17) assistance(18) and(19) have(20) not(21) been(22) evacuated(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;7&gt; Inform (Building, Safety, Personnel)</td>
<td>&lt;13&gt; Inform (Safety, Personnel)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tea domain. Start from home and reach cafe for your tea in \(25\text{ minutes}\). Buy tea and wait 15 minutes. Clean your hands, if they are dirty in 1 minute. Add water to mug which takes 2 minutes. Pour milk to mug which also takes 2 minutes. Dip teabag into mug which also takes 2 minutes. Mix the teabag, water and milk in your mug for 3 minutes. Your delicious tea is ready.

Figure 5.2: Time phrases extracted from NER module of SpaCy library, displayed using Displacy\textsuperscript{ENT} component [61].
Conclusion and Future Research

In this chapter, we answer the research questions presented in Section 1.3. Subsequently, the directions for future research are discussed. The main research question of our thesis was:

**Can we sufficiently solve the Action Sequence Extraction Problem to extract structured data from freely written natural language process manuals of real-world problems, and then use it to solve the Domain Acquisition Problem to induce syntactically valid and meaningful PDDL models?**

We were able to solve for both action sequence extraction and domain acquisition problem by combining promising and state-of-the-art research from natural language processing, deep reinforcement learning and automated planning to induce syntactically valid but partially meaningful PDDL models. We achieved the state-of-the-art (SoTA) results in the Action Sequence Extraction Problem by incorporating contextual embeddings into deep reinforcement learning method called EASDRL [33]. In Section 5.1.3, we empirically observed the excellent generalisability of cEASDRL to real-world data. Despite the SoTA results, we were not able to preprocess them into unambiguous structured data. This was the prerequisite to learn domain models from action sequences with no state observability. Nevertheless, we learned meaningful shallow models in one-shot from a natural language process manual which can be used in model-lite planning [138, 143] or as an initial PDDL model by SMEs and KEs to interactively analyse and build the gold-standard PDDL models.

Based on the results, we now answer the sub-research questions:

1. **Can we integrate dynamic contextual word embeddings generated from pretrained language models learned from recent NLP transfer learning techniques, like BERT [29], ELMo [99], and Flair [4], into Feng et al. [33]’s EASDRL to push the state-of-the-art in Action Sequence Extraction? If yes, which contextual embeddings work the best and why?**

   We were able to seamlessly integrate all three dynamic embeddings into Feng et al. [33]’s EASDRL using Flair NLP library [5]. This did push the SoTA F1-scores for extracting action names by 5-7%, and extracting action arguments by 7-9% (Section 5.1.3). Although all contextual embeddings beat the baselines of Word2Vec, GloVe, and POS-GloVe, different embeddings shined for different tasks and datasets. **GloVe+BERT** was the best stacked embedding for extracting action names and **GloVe+ELMo** was the best stacked embedding for extracting action arguments in...
Cooking and WinHG datasets. A possible explanation is that BERT overfits for extracting action arguments due to the large size of RL state-vector, which was caused by the repeat representation explained in Section 4.1.3

2. Will the dynamic contextual embeddings mitigate the problems of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words (represented by UNK), polysemy, shared representation, and infinite word senses caused by Word2Vec model [85] that was used in EASDRL [33]?

The dynamic contextual embeddings did solve the problem of OOV words as they were inherently based on either character convolutions (ELMo and Flair) or sub-word language models (BERT). As contextual embeddings both the context (sentence) of the target word and the language representation learned from unsupervised pretraining on huge corpora, they did solve the problems of polysemy, shared representation and infinite word senses. The only drawback we found was that these could not be saved in a lookup table like Word2Vec.

3. Would we be able to generalise our action sequence extraction approach on real-world data better than the current state-of-the-art, EASDRL [33]?

As shown quantitatively and qualitatively in Sections 5.1.3 and 5.1.4, respectively, we were able to much better generalise our action sequence extraction approach on real-world data than the current state-of-the-art, EASDRL [33]. In other words, contextual embeddings successfully used the knowledge of large scale NL corpus into our downstream task of extracting sequences through DQN, even without task-specific fine-tuning.

4. Can we use the extracted action sequences as valid structured input for domain model learning technique LOCM2 [25] and induce PDDL models?

Yes, we were able to create a valid structured input but it was not representative of the full data that was available in the natural language process manual. Also, “no state observability” assumption of LOCM2[25] closely resembles many real-world scenarios. This also meant that static conditions which can’t be modelled through inductive process could not be learned. As a result, shallow/initial models were induced in one-shot which can be used in model-lite planning [138, 143] or by SMEs and KEs to interactively analyse and build the gold-standard PDDL model from natural language data.

5. Can we use NLtoPDDL as a one-shot algorithm, i.e., can it also work with only a single natural language plan to produce a best-possible valid output? What is the quality of domain models learned in terms of their completeness, soundness, validity, and consistency? Are the learned domain models intuitive enough that they can be used as initial domain models by the SMEs and KEs?

We only performed experiments for one-shot learning. From previous research in AP, we realised that it is too difficult a task to learn domain models in one-shot from natural language data. Hence, we developed an interactive reimplementation of LOCM2, in which the user can follow along the domain learning process and provide simple inputs to improve the quality of the domain. However, in Section 5.2, we did not use these inputs and demonstrated the vanilla NLtoPDDL’s performance for learning domain models. Even without the user input, we were able to induce valid and partially-meaningful shallow PDDL models. The learned PDDL models did not make the best out of the available input. Qualitatively, The precision and recall of the learned action names and action parameters are representative of the F1-scores. The learned
6.1. Future Research

preconditions and effects modelled the behaviour of learned states correctly. Yet, due
to missed arguments in extraction and presence of static conditions, many
preconditions and effects were not learned.

In Section 5.2.3 and 5.2.4, we moved away from restrictive IPC domains towards
real-world domains which were more representative of the data we trained on. We can
conclude from the results that our approach can induce one-shot valid PDDL models
with reasonable soundness and completeness for real-world instructional data. Despite
that, determining the learned state information from state dictionary was found to be a
tedious and non-scalable feature, which will be amended in the future by the use of
graphical interface that visualises the state of an object in a state machine.

Sometimes, the comparison between the learned domain model and the reference model
was not feasible because the domain learner modelled a very different model from
the reference model. A further user-study of SMEs and KEs is required to objectively
understand if the learned domain model was better.

6. Can we extend the scope of NLtoPDDL to more expressive features of PDDL, like
durative actions?

The foundations of NLtoPDDL lie in NLP, which is a very active research field. This
makes it possible to do much more than what is demonstrated. One such example was
demonstrated in Section 5.2.4, where we learned a temporal domain which contained
durative actions. The results were positive for this scenario.

6.1. Future Research

As NLtoPDDL is a flexible pipeline with decoupled components, we have some ideas about
enhancing the individual components:

- **Experiments with more data:** The NLtoPDDL approach can work with any amount
  of natural language data. We only evaluated our pipeline with the least amount of
data possible (one-shot learning) and learned simple PDDL models. But, as cEASDRL
can extract action sequences from *free* natural language data, it will be interesting to
learn domain models form a huge corpus of natural language data and see what they
represent or how comprehensible they are. We can validate the quality of generated
large domain models by analysing the plans generated from **model-lite** planners [138, 143]. Advantage of having more data is that, we can employ methods like [50] that would
also learn the **static conditions** of the domain.

- **Better DRL method:** Although DQNs are sample efficient they do not provide
  convergence guarantees. For example, in Table 5.3, we saw that DQN failed to
converge for POS-GloVe+rEASDRL. Also, memory requirements of DQN were
observed to be quite high. Asynchronous architectures like A2C/A3C [88] and
architectures that provide strong theoretical guarantees like Trust Region Policy
Optimization (TRPO) [106] and Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [107] might be
better and scalable alternatives.

One small detail about our model that lowered the domain learning performance was that
it was trained on extracting single words and thus, words with adjectives such as “cold
milk” or compound nouns such as “training personnel”, were extracted separately which
hurt the performance of domain learning algorithm. Thus, by doing some preprocessing
and training the model to select multiple words as an action name or argument might
facilitate the learning of better domain models.
• **Contextual Embeddings**: The cEASDRL approach that uses EASDRL [33] is fairly generalisable to unseen data, despite the type of contextual embedding applied. Thus, we can customise the contextual embedding to even newer transformer based embeddings which achieve the state-of-the-art results. For example, XLNet [130] which achieves SoTA results in 18 NLP tasks might be a good choice.

• **User-interaction and user-study**: As domain learning algorithms are not mature enough to learn real-world non-classical domains, *mixed-initiative* knowledge engineering is the way to go forward. We took initial steps by incorporating a reimplemented interactive LOCM, but there was not enough time to evaluate it objectively with user input. Our future research would include building a user interface that visualises current state of an object in all the finite state machines that are learned, and then do an extensive user study, with KEs and SMEs as users, to evaluate the different kinds of learned PDDL models which they would build from their interpretation of “free” NL instructions.


[50] Peter Gregory and Stephen Cresswell. Domain model acquisition in the presence of static relations in the lop system. In Twenty-Fifth International Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling, 2015.

[51] Peter Gregory and Alan Lindsay. Domain model acquisition in domains with action costs. In Twenty-Sixth International Conference on Automated Planning and Scheduling, 2016.


A.1. Child Snack (Sequential, Optimal) - IPC 2014

;; Author: Raquel Fuentetaja and Tomas de la Rosa

(define (domain child-snack)
  (:requirements :typing :equality)
  (:types child bread-portion content-portion sandwich tray place)
  (:constants kitchen - place)

(:predicates (at_kitchen_bread ?b - bread-portion)
  (at_kitchen_content ?c - content-portion)
  (at_kitchen_sandwich ?s - sandwich)
  (no_gluten_bread ?b - bread-portion)
  (no_gluten_content ?c - content-portion)
  (on_tray ?s - sandwich ?t - tray)
  (no_gluten_sandwich ?s - sandwich)
  (allergic_gluten ?c - child)
  (not_allergic_gluten ?c - child)
  (served ?c - child)
  (waiting ?c - child ?p - place)
  (at ?t - tray ?p - place)
  (not_exist ?s - sandwich)
)

(:action make_sandwich_no_gluten
  :parameters (?s - sandwich ?b - bread-portion ?c - content-portion)
  :precondition (and (at_kitchen_bread ?b)
    (at_kitchen_content ?c)
    (no_gluten_bread ?b)
    (no_gluten_content ?c)
    (not_exist ?s))
  :effect (and
    (not (at_kitchen_bread ?b))
    (not (at_kitchen_content ?c))
    (at_kitchen_sandwich ?s)
    (no_gluten_sandwich ?s)
    (not (not_exist ?s))
  ))

(:action make_sandwich
  :parameters (?s - sandwich ?b - bread-portion ?c - content-portion)
  :precondition...
  :effect...)
:precondition (and (at_kitchen_bread ?b)
  (at_kitchen_content ?c)
  (notexist ?s)
  )
:effect (and
  (not (at_kitchen_bread ?b))
  (not (at_kitchen_content ?c))
  (at_kitchen_sandwich ?s)
  (not (notexist ?s))
)

(:action put_on_tray
  :parameters (?s - sandwich ?t - tray)
  :precondition (and (at_kitchen_sandwich ?s)
    (at ?t kitchen))
  :effect (and
    (not (at_kitchen_sandwich ?s))
    (ontray ?s ?t))
)

(:action serve_sandwich_no_gluten
  :precondition (and
    (allergic_gluten ?c)
    (ontray ?s ?t)
    (waiting ?c ?p)
    (no_gluten_sandwich ?s)
    (at ?t ?p)
  )
  :effect (and (not (ontray ?s ?t))
    (served ?c))
)

(:action serve_sandwich
  :precondition (and (not_allergic_gluten ?c)
    (waiting ?c ?p)
    (ontray ?s ?t)
    (at ?t ?p))
  :effect (and (not (ontray ?s ?t))
    (served ?c))
)

(:action move_tray
  :parameters (?t - tray ?p1 ?p2 - place)
  :precondition (and (at ?t ?p1))
  :effect (and (not (at ?t ?p1))
    (at ?t ?p2))
)
A.2. Woodworking Subset IPC 2008, Sequential-Optimal Track

;; Woodworking subset

(define (domain woodworking)
  (:requirements :typing :action-costs)
  (:types
    acolour awood woodobj machine
    surface treatmentstatus
    aboardsize apartsize - object
    highspeed-saw glazer grinder immersion-varnisher
    planer saw spray-varnisher - machine
    board part - woodobj)

  (:constants
    verysmooth smooth rough - surface
    varnished glazed untreated colourfragments - treatmentstatus
    natural - acolour
    small medium large - apartsize)

  (:predicates
    (unused ?obj - part)
    (available ?obj - woodobj)

    (surface-condition ?obj - woodobj ?surface - surface)
    (treatment ?obj - part ?treatment - treatmentstatus)
    (colour ?obj - part ?colour - acolour)
    (wood ?obj - woodobj ?wood - awood)

    ;

    (is-smooth ?surface - surface)
    ; .... we only learn a subset

  (:action do-plane
    :parameters (?x - part ?m - planer ?oldsurface - surface
                 ?oldcolour - acolour ?oldtreatment - treatmentstatus)
    :precondition (and
      (available ?x)
      (surface-condition ?x ?oldsurface)
      (treatment ?x ?oldtreatment)
      (colour ?x ?oldcolour))
    :effect (and
      ;;;;;; we ignore costs (increase (total-cost) (plane-cost ?x))
      (not (surface-condition ?x ?oldsurface))
      (surface-condition ?x smooth)
      (not (treatment ?x ?oldtreatment))
      (treatment ?x untreated)
      (not (colour ?x ?oldcolour))
      (colour ?x natural)))

  (:action do-glaze
    :parameters (?x - part ?m - glazer
                 ?newcolour - acolour)
    :precondition (and
      (available ?x)
      (has-colour ?m ?newcolour)
      (treatment ?x untreated))
    :effect (and
      ;;;;;; we ignore costs (increase (total-cost) (glaze-cost ?x))
      (not (has-colour ?m ?newcolour))
      (has-colour ?x ?newcolour)
      (treatment ?x treated))

    (:action do-spray
      :parameters (?x - part ?m - sprayer
                 ?newcolour - acolour)
      :precondition (and
        (available ?x)
        (has-colour ?m ?newcolour)
        (treatment ?x untreated))
      :effect (and
        ;;;;;; we ignore costs (increase (total-cost) (spray-cost ?x))
        (not (has-colour ?m ?newcolour))
        (has-colour ?x ?newcolour)
        (treatment ?x treated))

    (:action do-immersion
      :parameters (?x - part ?m - immersion
                 ?newcolour - acolour)
      :precondition (and
        (available ?x)
        (has-colour ?m ?newcolour)
        (treatment ?x untreated))
      :effect (and
        ;;;;;; we ignore costs (increase (total-cost) (immersion-cost ?x))
        (not (has-colour ?m ?newcolour))
        (has-colour ?x ?newcolour)
        (treatment ?x treated))))
(increase (total-cost) (glaze-cost ?x))
(not (treatment ?x untreated))
(treatment ?x glazed)
(not (colour ?x natural))
(colour ?x ?newcolour))
B

Learned IPC Domain Models

This appendix contains the input (one process manual per domain) and extracted sequence, the learned PDDL model and their state dictionary for our evaluation domains. State dictionary represents the meaning of states in terms of start and end of transitions.

B.1. Child Snack (Sequential, Optimal) - IPC 2014

B.1.1. Input and Extracted Sequence

NO1: Jeff(1) Barbara(2) and(3) Nirmal(4) are(5) allergic(6) children(7)
NO2: Shivam(1) and(2) Kanav(3) are(4) non-allergic(5) children.(6)

NO3: Take(1) gluten-free(2) ingredients(3) and(4) gluten-free(5) bread(6) and(7) make(8) a(9) gluten-free(10) sandwich.(11)
   <1> Take (gluten-free, ingredients) <2> make (gluten-free, sandwich.)

NO4: Put(1) gluten-free(2) sandwich(3) on(4) a(5) tray.(6)
   <3> Put (gluten-free, sandwich)

NO5: Move(1) the(2) tray(3) containing(4) sandwich(5) from(6) the(7) kitchen(8) to(9) the(10) table-5.(11)
   <4> Move (tray)

NO6: Serve(1) the(2) gluten-free(3) sandwich(4) to(5) Jeff.(6)
   <5> Serve (gluten-free, sandwich)

NO7: Move(1) the(2) tray(3) back(4) from(5) the(6) table(7) to(8) the(9) kitchen.(10)
   <6> Move (tray)

NO8: Take(1) gluten(2) ingredients(3) and(4) gluten(5) bread(6) and(7) make(8) a(9) gluten(10) sandwich.(11)
   <7> Take (gluten, ingredients) <8> make (gluten, sandwich.)

NO9: Put(1) gluten(2) sandwich(3) on(4) a(5) tray.(6)
   <9> Put (gluten, sandwich)

NO10: Move(1) the(2) tray(3) from(4) kitchen(5) to(6) the(7) table-11(8)
   <10> Move (tray)

NO11: Serve(1) the(2) gluten(3) sandwich(4) to(5) Shivam.(6)
   <11> Serve (gluten, sandwich)

NO12: Move(1) the(2) tray(3) back(4) from(5) the(6) table-11(6) to(7) the(8) kitchen(9)
   <12> Move (tray)
NO13: Take (1) gluten-free (2) ingredients (3) and (4) gluten-free (5) bread (6) and (7) make (8) a (9) gluten-free (10) sandwich (11)
<13> Take (gluten-free, ingredients) <14> make (gluten-free, sandwich.)

NO14: Put (1) gluten-free (2) sandwich (3) on (4) a (5) tray (6)
<15> Put (gluten-free, sandwich)

NO15: Move (1) the (2) tray (3) containing (4) sandwich (5) from (6) the (7) kitchen (8) to (9) the (10) table (11)
<16> Move (tray)

NO16: Serve (1) the (2) gluten-free (3) sandwich (4) to (5) Barbara (6)
<17> Serve (gluten-free, sandwich)

NO17: Move (1) the (2) tray (3) back (4) from (5) the (6) table (7) to (8) the (9) kitchen (10)
<18> Move (tray)

NO18: Take (1) gluten-free (2) ingredients (3) and (4) gluten-free (5) bread (6) and (7) make (8) a (9) gluten-free (10) sandwich (11)
<19> Take (gluten-free, ingredients) <20> make (gluten-free, sandwich)

NO19: Put (1) gluten-free (2) sandwich (3) on (4) a (5) tray (6)
<21> Put (gluten-free, sandwich)

NO20: Move (1) the (2) tray (3) containing (4) sandwich (5) from (6) the (7) kitchen (8) to (9) the (10) table (11)
<22> Move (tray)

NO21: Serve (1) the (2) gluten-free (3) sandwich (4) to (5) Nirmal (6)
<23> Serve (gluten-free, sandwich)

NO22: Move (1) the (2) tray (3) back (4) from (5) the (6) table (7) to (8) the (9) kitchen (10)
<24> Move (tray)

NO23: Take (1) gluten (2) ingredients (3) and (4) gluten (5) bread (6) and (7) make (8) a (9) gluten (10) sandwich (11)
<25> Take (gluten, ingredients) <26> make (gluten, sandwich)

NO24: Put (1) gluten (2) sandwich (3) on (4) a (5) tray (6)
<27> Put (gluten, sandwich)

NO25: Move (1) the (2) tray (3) from (4) kitchen (5) to (6) the (7) table (8) to (9) the (10) kitchen (11)
<28> Move (tray)

NO26: Serve (1) the (2) gluten (3) sandwich (4) to (5) Kanav (6)
<29> Serve (gluten, sandwich)

NO27: Move (1) the (2) tray (3) back (4) from (5) the (6) table (7) to (8) the (9) kitchen (10)
<30> Move (tray)
B.1.2. Learned Domain Model

(define (domain childsnack4)
  (:requirements :typing)
  (:types sandwich - type ingredients tray kitchen sandwich)
  (:predicates
   (sandwich - type FSM0 state0)
   (sandwich - type FSM0 state1 ?v0 - sandwich ?v1 - sandwich)
   (sandwich - type FSM0 state2)
   (ingredients FSM0 state0)
   (tray FSM0 state0)
   (kitchen FSM0 state0)
   (kitchen FSM0 state1)
   (sandwich FSM0 state0)
   (sandwich FSM0 state1)
   (sandwich FSM1 state0)
  )
  (:action move
   :parameters (?tray - tray )
   :precondition (and
      (tray FSM0 state0)
   )
   :effect (and
      (tray FSM0 state0)
   ))
  (:action take
   :parameters (?gluten-free - sandwich - type ?ingredients - ingredients )
   :precondition (and
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state0)
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state1 ?v0 - sandwich ?v1 - sandwich)
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state2)
      (ingredients FSM0 state0)
   )
   :effect (and
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state0)
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state1 ?v0 - sandwich ?v1 - sandwich)
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state2)
      (ingredients FSM0 state0)
   ))
  (:action serve
   :parameters (?gluten-free - sandwich - type ?sandwich - sandwich )
   :precondition (and
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state0)
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state1 ?v0 - sandwich ?v1 - sandwich)
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state2)
      (sandwich FSM0 state0)
      (sandwich FSM0 state1)
      (sandwich FSM1 state0)
   )
   :effect (and
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state0)
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state1 ?v0 - sandwich ?v1 - sandwich)
      (sandwich - type FSM0 state2)
      (sandwich FSM0 state0)
      (sandwich FSM0 state1)
      (sandwich FSM1 state0)
   ))
  (:action make
   :parameters (?tray - tray )
   :precondition (and
      (tray FSM0 state0)
   )
   :effect (and
      (tray FSM0 state0)
   ))
)

; actions defined in childsnack4 say:
- move takes a tray and leaves it in the same place.
- take takes a sandwich and leaves it in the same place.
- serve takes a sandwich and leaves it in the same place.
- make takes a tray and leaves it in the same place.
B.1.3. State Dictionary

sandwich-type_fsm0_state0: {'start(put.0)', 'end(make.0)'
sandwich-type_fsm0_state1: {'end(serve.0)', 'start(take.0)', 'end(put.0)', 'start(serve.0)'
sandwich-type_fsm0_state2: {'end(take.0)', 'start(serve.0)'
ingredients_fsm0_state0: {'start(take.1)', 'end(take.1)'}
tray_fsm0_state0: {'end(move.0)', 'start(move.0)'}
kitchen_fsm0_state0: {'end(move.0)'}
kitchen_fsm0_state1: {'start(move.1)'}
sandwich_fsm0_state0: {'start(make.1)', 'end(put.1)'}
sandwich_fsm0_state1: {'end(make.1)', 'start(put.1)'}
sandwich_fsm1_state0: {'end(serve.1)', 'end(put.1)', 'start(serve.1)', 'end(make.1)', 'start(make.1)', 'start(put.1)'}
B.2. Woodworking Subset - IPC 2008

B.2.1. Input and Extracted Action Sequences

NO1: Take(1) very(2) smooth(3) piece(4) of(5) wood.(6)

NO2: Do(1) planing(2) on(3) that(4) wood(5) and(6) use(7) colour(8) fragment(9) treatment(10) with(11) colour(12) of(13) blue.(14)
   <1> Do (planing) <2> use (colour)

NO3: Increase(1) the(2) cost(3) by(4) plane(5) cost.(6)
    <3> Increase (cost, plane)

NO4: Glaze(1) the(2) piece(3) of(4) wood(5) with(6) natural−colored(7) glaze(8) and(9) treatment(10) of(11) glaze.(12)
    <4> Glaze (piece, wood)

NO5: Increase(1) the(2) cost(3) by(4) glaze(5) cost.(6)
    <5> Increase (cost, glaze)

NO6: Take(1) very(2) smooth(3) piece(4) of(5) wood.(6)
    <6> Take (piece)

NO7: Do(1) planing(2) on(3) that(4) wood(5) and(6) use(7) colour(8) fragment(9) treatment(10) with(11) colour(12) of(13) mauve.(14)
    <7> Do (planing) <8> use (colour)

NO8: Increase(1) the(2) cost(3) by(4) plane(5) cost.(6)
    <9> Increase (cost, plane)

NO9: Glaze(1) the(2) piece(3) of(4) wood(5) with(6) natural−colored(7) glaze(8) and(9) treatment(10) of(11) glaze.(12)
    <10> Glaze (piece, wood)

NO10: Increase(1) the(2) cost(3) by(4) glaze(5) cost.(6)
      <11> Increase (cost, glaze)

B.2.2. Learned Domain Model

:: woodworking subset
( define (domain woodworking)
 ( :requirements :typing)
 ( :types planing colour cost plane piece wood)
 ( :predicates
     ( planing_fsm0_state0 )
     ( colour_fsm0_state0 )
     ( cost_fsm0_state0 )
     ( plane_fsm0_state0 ?v0 - cost )
     ( piece_fsm0_state0 )
     ( piece_fsm0_state1 )
     ( wood_fsm0_state0 ?v0 - piece )
 )
 ( :action take
   :parameters (?piece - piece )
   :precondition (and
           ( piece_fsm0_state0 )
           ( piece_fsm0_state1 )
       )
   :effect (and
           ( piece_fsm0_state0 )
           ( piece_fsm0_state1 )
       )
 )
)
B.2.3. State Dictionary

planing_fsm0_state0: { 'start(do.0)' , 'end(do.0)' }
colour_fsm0_state0: { 'end(use.0)' , 'start(use.0)' }
cost_fsm0_state0: { 'start(increase.0)' , 'end(increase.0)' }
plane_fsm0_state0: { 'start(increase.1)' , 'end(increase.1)' }
piece_fsm0_state0: { 'end(glaze.0)' , 'start(take.0)' }
piece_fsm0_state1: { 'start(glaze.0)' , 'end(take.0)' }
wood_fsm0_state0: { 'start(glaze.1)' , 'end(glaze.1)' }
B.3. Driverlog - IPC2002

This model was induced from structured plans and not natural language data. This was learned to explain the NLtoPDDL in Chapter 4. However, we can see that this model is much less intuitive and understandable than the ones learned from natural language data.

B.3.1. Learned Domain Model

(define (domain driverlog2)
  (:requirements :typing)
  (:types driver truck package location)
  (:predicates
    (driver_fsm0_state0)
    (driver_fsm0_state1)
    (truck_fsm0_state0)
    (truck_fsm0_state1)
    (truck_fsm1_state0)
    (package_fsm0_state0)
    (package_fsm0_state1)
    (location_fsm0_state0)
    (location_fsm0_state1)
    (location_fsm0_state2)
    (location_fsm1_state0)
    (location_fsm1_state1)
    (location_fsm2_state0)
    (location_fsm2_state1)
    (location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
    (location_fsm3_state0)
    (location_fsm3_state1)
    (location_fsm4_state0)
    (location_fsm4_state1)
    (location_fsm4_state2)
    (location_fsm5_state0)
    (location_fsm5_state1)
    (location_fsm6_state0)
    (location_fsm6_state1)
    (location_fsm7_state0)
    (location_fsm7_state1)
    (location_fsm7_state2)
    (location_fsm8_state0)
    (location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
    (location_fsm8_state2)
    (location_fsm8_state3)
    (location_fsm8_state4)
    (location_fsm9_state0)
    (location_fsm9_state1)
    (location_fsm9_state2)
    (location_fsm9_state3)
    (location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver))
  (:action load-truck
    :parameters (?package5 - package ?truck3 - truck ?aula - location)
    :precondition (and
      (package_fsm0_state0)
      (package_fsm0_state1)
      (truck_fsm0_state0)
      (truck_fsm0_state1)
      (truck_fsm1_state0)
      (location_fsm0_state0)
      (location_fsm0_state1)
      (location_fsm1_state0)
      (location_fsm1_state1)
      (location_fsm2_state0)
      (location_fsm2_state1)
      (location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
      (location_fsm3_state0)
      (location_fsm3_state1)
      (location_fsm4_state0)
      (location_fsm4_state1)
      (location_fsm4_state2)
      (location_fsm5_state0)
      (location_fsm5_state1)
      (location_fsm6_state0)
      (location_fsm6_state1)
      (location_fsm7_state0)
      (location_fsm7_state1)
      (location_fsm7_state2)
      (location_fsm8_state0)
      (location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
      (location_fsm8_state2)
      (location_fsm8_state3)
      (location_fsm8_state4)
      (location_fsm9_state0)
      (location_fsm9_state1)
      (location_fsm9_state2)
      (location_fsm9_state3)
      (location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver))}
(location_fsm2_state0)
(location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm3_state0)
(location_fsm3_state1)
(location_fsm4_state0)
(location_fsm4_state1)
(location_fsm5_state0)
(location_fsm5_state1)
(location_fsm6_state0)
(location_fsm6_state1)
(location_fsm7_state1)
(location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm9_state1)
(location_fsm9_state2)
(location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
)
: effect (and

(package_fsm0_state0)
(package_fsm0_state1)
(truck_fsm0_state0)
(truck_fsm0_state1)
(truck_fsm1_state0)
(location_fsm0_state0)
(location_fsm0_state1)
(location_fsm1_state0)
(location_fsm1_state1)
(location_fsm2_state0)
(location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm3_state0)
(location_fsm3_state1)
(location_fsm4_state0)
(location_fsm4_state1)
(location_fsm5_state0)
(location_fsm5_state1)
(location_fsm6_state0)
(location_fsm6_state1)
(location_fsm7_state1)
(location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm9_state1)
(location_fsm9_state2)
(location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
))

(: action walk
 : parameters (?driver1 - driver ?ewi - location ?3me - location )
 : precondition (and
 (driver_fsm0_state0)
 (driver_fsm0_state1)
 (location_fsm0_state0)
 (location_fsm0_state1)
 (location_fsm1_state0)
 (location_fsm1_state1)
 (location_fsm2_state0)
 (location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
 (location_fsm3_state0)
 (location_fsm3_state1)
 (location_fsm4_state0)
 (location_fsm4_state1)
 (location_fsm5_state0)
 (location_fsm5_state1)
 (location_fsm6_state0)
 (location_fsm6_state1)
)
(location_fsm6_state1)
(location_fsm7_state1)
(location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm9_state1)
(location_fsm9_state2)
(location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
)
: effect (and
  (driver_fsm0_state0)
  (driver_fsm0_state1)
  (location_fsm0_state0)
  (location_fsm0_state1)
  (location_fsm1_state0)
  (location_fsm1_state1)
  (location_fsm2_state0)
  (location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
  (location_fsm3_state0)
  (location_fsm3_state1)
  (location_fsm4_state0)
  (location_fsm4_state1)
  (location_fsm5_state0)
  (location_fsm5_state1)
  (location_fsm6_state0)
  (location_fsm6_state1)
  (location_fsm7_state1)
  (location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
  (location_fsm9_state1)
  (location_fsm9_state2)
  (location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
)
)
(: action disembark-truck
 : parameters (?driver1 - driver ?truck3 - truck ?sports-center - location )
 : precondition (and
  (driver_fsm0_state0)
  (driver_fsm0_state1)
  (truck_fsm0_state0)
  (truck_fsm0_state1)
  (truck_fsm1_state0)
  (location_fsm0_state0)
  (location_fsm0_state1)
  (location_fsm1_state0)
  (location_fsm1_state1)
  (location_fsm2_state0)
  (location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
  (location_fsm3_state0)
  (location_fsm3_state1)
  (location_fsm4_state0)
  (location_fsm4_state1)
  (location_fsm5_state0)
  (location_fsm5_state1)
  (location_fsm6_state0)
  (location_fsm6_state1)
  (location_fsm7_state1)
  (location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
  (location_fsm9_state1)
  (location_fsm9_state2)
  (location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
)
: effect (and
  (driver_fsm0_state0)
(driver_fsm0_state1)
(truck_fsm0_state0)
(truck_fsm0_state1)
(truck_fsm1_state0)
(location_fsm0_state0)
(location_fsm0_state1)
(location_fsm1_state0)
(location_fsm1_state1)
(location_fsm2_state0)
(location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm3_state0)
(location_fsm3_state1)
(location_fsm4_state0)
(location_fsm4_state1)
(location_fsm5_state0)
(location_fsm5_state1)
(location_fsm6_state0)
(location_fsm6_state1)
(location_fsm7_state1)
(location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm9_state1)
(location_fsm9_state2)
(location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
)

(:action board-truck
:parameters (?driver1 - driver ?truck3 - truck ?aula - location)
:precondition (and
 (driver_fsm0_state0)
 (driver_fsm0_state1)
 (truck_fsm0_state0)
 (truck_fsm0_state1)
 (truck_fsm1_state0)
 (location_fsm0_state0)
 (location_fsm0_state1)
 (location_fsm1_state0)
 (location_fsm1_state1)
 (location_fsm2_state0)
 (location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
 (location_fsm3_state0)
 (location_fsm3_state1)
 (location_fsm4_state0)
 (location_fsm4_state1)
 (location_fsm5_state0)
 (location_fsm5_state1)
 (location_fsm6_state0)
 (location_fsm6_state1)
 (location_fsm7_state1)
 (location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
 (location_fsm9_state1)
 (location_fsm9_state2)
 (location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
)
:effect (and
 (driver_fsm0_state0)
 (driver_fsm0_state1)
 (truck_fsm0_state0)
 (truck_fsm0_state1)
 (truck_fsm1_state0)
 (location_fsm0_state0)
 (location_fsm0_state1)

(location_fsm1_state0)
(location_fsm1_state1)
(location_fsm2_state0)
(location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm3_state0)
(location_fsm3_state1)
(location_fsm4_state0)
(location_fsm4_state1)
(location_fsm5_state0)
(location_fsm5_state1)
(location_fsm6_state0)
(location_fsm6_state1)
(location_fsm7_state1)
(location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm9_state1)
(location_fsm9_state2)
(location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
)
)

(:action drive-truck
:parameters (?truck3 - truck ?aula - location ?sports-center - location ?driver1 - driver
:precondition (and
(truck_fsm0_state0)
(truck_fsm0_state1)
(truck_fsm1_state0)
(location_fsm0_state0)
(location_fsm0_state1)
(location_fsm1_state0)
(location_fsm1_state1)
(location_fsm2_state0)
(location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm3_state0)
(location_fsm3_state1)
(location_fsm4_state0)
(location_fsm4_state1)
(location_fsm5_state0)
(location_fsm5_state1)
(location_fsm6_state0)
(location_fsm6_state1)
(location_fsm7_state1)
(location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm9_state1)
(location_fsm9_state2)
(location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
(driver_fsm0_state0)
(driver_fsm0_state1)
)
:effect (and
(truck_fsm0_state0)
(truck_fsm0_state1)
(truck_fsm1_state0)
(location_fsm0_state0)
(location_fsm0_state1)
(location_fsm1_state0)
(location_fsm1_state1)
(location_fsm2_state0)
(location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
(location_fsm3_state0)
(location_fsm3_state1)
(location_fsm4_state0)
(location_fsm4_state1)
(location_fsm5_state0)
(location_fsm5_state1)
(location_fsm6_state0)
(location_fsm6_state1)
)
(:action unload-truck
  :parameters (?package5 - package ?truck3 - truck ?sports-center - location )
  :precondition (and
    (package_fsm0_state0)
    (package_fsm0_state1)
    (truck_fsm0_state0)
    (truck_fsm0_state1)
    (truck_fsm1_state0)
    (location_fsm0_state0)
    (location_fsm0_state1)
    (location_fsm1_state0)
    (location_fsm1_state1)
    (location_fsm2_state0)
    (location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
    (location_fsm3_state0)
    (location_fsm3_state1)
    (location_fsm4_state0)
    (location_fsm4_state1)
    (location_fsm5_state0)
    (location_fsm5_state1)
    (location_fsm6_state0)
    (location_fsm6_state1)
    (location_fsm7_state1)
    (location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
    (location_fsm9_state1)
    (location_fsm9_state2)
    (location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 - driver ?v1 - driver)
  )
  :effect (and
    (package_fsm0_state0)
    (package_fsm0_state1)
    (truck_fsm0_state0)
    (truck_fsm0_state1)
    (truck_fsm1_state0)
    (location_fsm0_state0)
    (location_fsm0_state1)
    (location_fsm1_state0)
    (location_fsm1_state1)
    (location_fsm2_state0)
    (location_fsm2_state2 ?v0 - driver)
    (location_fsm3_state0)
    (location_fsm3_state1)
    (location_fsm4_state0)
    (location_fsm4_state1)
    (location_fsm5_state0)
    (location_fsm5_state1)
    (location_fsm6_state0)
    (location_fsm6_state1)
  )
)}
(location_fsm7_state1)
(location_fsm8_state1 ?v0 = driver)
(location_fsm9_state1)
(location_fsm9_state2)
(location_fsm10_state0 ?v0 = driver ?v1 = driver)
)

B.3.2. State Dictionary

driver_fsm0_state0: [ 'end(drive-truck.3)' , 'start(dismbark-truck.0)' , 'start(drive-truck.3)' , 'end(board-truck.0)'
)
driver_fsm0_state1: [ 'start(walk.0)' , 'start(board-truck.0)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.0)' , 'end(walk.0)'
)
truck_fsm0_state0: [ 'start(board-truck.1)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.1)' , 'start(dismbark-truck.1)' , 'start(walk-truck.0)' , 'start(board-truck.1)' , 'end(unload-truck.1)' , 'end(drive-truck.0)' , 'end(board-truck.1)' , 'start(unload-truck.1)' , 'start(drive-truck.0)'
)

truck_fsm0_state1: [ 'start(load-truck.3)'
)

truck_fsm0_state2: [ 'start(load-truck.0)'
)

truck_fsm0_state3: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm0_state4: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm0_state5: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'start(load-truck.1)' , 'end(load-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm0_state6: [ 'start(board-truck.1)' , 'end(unload-truck.1)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.0)' , 'start(board-truck.1)' , 'end(unload-truck.1)' , 'end(drive-truck.0)' , 'end(board-truck.1)' , 'start(drive-truck.0)'
)

truck_fsm0_state7: [ 'start(walk-truck.1)' , 'end(drive-truck.0)' , 'end(board-truck.0)' , 'start(board-truck.0)' , 'end(unload-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm0_state8: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.1)' , 'start(walk-truck.0)' , 'start(load-truck.1)' , 'end(load-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm0_state9: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.1)' , 'start(walk-truck.0)' , 'start(load-truck.1)' , 'end(load-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm0_state10: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.1)' , 'start(walk-truck.0)' , 'start(load-truck.1)' , 'end(load-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm1_state0: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(board-truck.1)' , 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(board-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm1_state1: [ 'start(walk-truck.1)' , 'end(board-truck.0)' , 'start(walk-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm1_state2: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm1_state3: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm1_state4: [ 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm1_state5: [ 'start(board-truck.1)' , 'end(unload-truck.1)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.0)' , 'start(board-truck.1)' , 'end(unload-truck.1)' , 'end(drive-truck.0)' , 'end(board-truck.1)' , 'start(drive-truck.0)'
)

truck_fsm1_state6: [ 'start(walk-truck.1)' , 'end(drive-truck.0)' , 'end(board-truck.0)' , 'start(board-truck.0)' , 'end(unload-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm1_state7: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.1)' , 'start(walk-truck.0)' , 'start(load-truck.1)' , 'end(load-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm1_state8: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.1)' , 'start(walk-truck.0)' , 'start(load-truck.1)' , 'end(load-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm1_state9: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.1)' , 'start(walk-truck.0)' , 'start(load-truck.1)' , 'end(load-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm1_state10: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.1)' , 'start(walk-truck.0)' , 'start(load-truck.1)' , 'end(load-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm2_state0: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(board-truck.1)' , 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(board-truck.1)'
)

truck_fsm2_state1: [ 'start(walk-truck.1)' , 'end(drive-truck.0)' , 'end(board-truck.0)' , 'start(board-truck.0)' , 'end(unload-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm2_state2: [ 'start(walk.1)' , 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(board-truck.1)' , 'start(walk.1)'
)

truck_fsm2_state3: [ 'start(walk.1)' , 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(board-truck.1)' , 'start(walk.1)'
)

truck_fsm3_state0: [ 'start(load-truck.3)' , 'end(drive-truck.0)' , 'end(board-truck.0)' , 'start(board-truck.0)' , 'end(unload-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm3_state1: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm3_state2: [ 'start(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm3_state3: [ 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm3_state4: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm3_state5: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm3_state6: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm3_state7: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm4_state0: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm4_state1: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm4_state2: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm4_state3: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm5_state0: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm5_state1: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm5_state2: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm5_state3: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm5_state4: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm5_state5: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm5_state6: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm5_state7: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)

truck_fsm6_state0: [ 'start(board-truck.2)' , 'end(dismbark-truck.2)' , 'end(load-truck.2)'
)
Learned Domain Model from Real-World Fire Safety Process Manual

C.1. Input and Extracted Sequence for One Shot Learning

NO1: Fire (1) Alarm (2) Instructions (3)

NO2: Turn-off (1) all (2) hazardous (3) experiments (4) or (5) procedures (6) before (7) evacuating (8)
<1> Turn-off (experiments)

NO3: If (1) possible (2) take (3) or (4) secure (5) all (6) valuables (7) wallets (8) purses (9) keys (10) etc (11) as (12) quickly (13) as (14) possible (15)
<2> take (valuables) <3> secure (valuables, wallets)

NO4: Close (1) all (2) doors (3) behind (4) you (5) as (6) you (7) exit (8)
<4> Close (doors)

NO5: Check (1) all (2) doors (3) for (4) heat (5) before (6) you (7) open (8) or (9) go (10) through (11) them (12) to (13) avoid (14) walking (15) into (16) a (17) fire (18)
<5> Check (doors, heat) <6> avoid (walking)

NO6: Evacuate (1) the (2) building (3) using (4) the (5) nearest (6) exit (7) or (8) stairway (9)
<7> Evacuate (building) <8> using (nearest, exit)

NO7: Do (1) not (2) use (3) the (4) elevators (5)

NO8: Call (1) 911 (2) from (3) a (4) safe (5) area (6) and (7) provide (8) name (9) location (10) and (11) nature (12) of (13) emergency (14)
<9> Call (911) <10> provide (name, location)

NO9: Proceed (1) to (2) a (3) pre-determined (4) assembly (5) area (6) of (7) building (8) and (9) remain (10) there (11) until (12) you (13) are (14) told (15) to (16) re-enter (17) by (18) the (19) emergency (20) personnel (21) in (22) charge (23)
<11> Proceed (pre-determined, assembly, area) <12> remain (there)

NO10: Do (1) not (2) impede (3) access (4) of (5) emergency (6) personnel (7) to (8) the (9) area (10)

NO11: Inform (1) Building (2) Safety (3) Personnel (4) or (5) Emergency (6) Personnel (7) of (8) the (9) event (10) conditions (11) and (12) location (13) of (14) individuals (15) who (16) require (17) assistance (18) and (19) have (20) not (21) been (22) evacuated (23)
<13> Inform (Safety, Personnel)
C.2. Learned Domain Model.

define (domain fire_alarm)  
(:requirements :typing)
(:types experiments valuables wallets doors heat walking building nearest exit 911 name location pre_determined)
(:predicates  
(experiments_fsm0_state0)  
(experiments_fsm0_state1)  
(valuables_fsm0_state0)  
(valuables_fsm0_state1)  
(valuables_fsm0_state2)  
(wallets_fsm0_state0)  
(wallets_fsm0_state1)  
(doors_fsm0_state0)  
(doors_fsm0_state1)  
(doors_fsm0_state2)  
(heat_fsm0_state0)  
(heat_fsm0_state1)  
(walking_fsm0_state0)  
(walking_fsm0_state1)  
(building_fsm0_state0)  
(building_fsm0_state1)  
(nearest_fsm0_state0)  
(nearest_fsm0_state1)  
(exit_fsm0_state0)  
(exit_fsm0_state1)  
(911_fsm0_state0)  
(911_fsm0_state1)  
(name_fsm0_state0)  
(name_fsm0_state1)  
(location_fsm0_state0)  
(location_fsm0_state1)  
(pre_determined_fsm0_state0)  
(pre_determined_fsm0_state1)  
(assembly_fsm0_state0)  
(assembly_fsm0_state1)  
(area_fsm0_state0)  
(area_fsm0_state1)  
(there_fsm0_state0)  
(there_fsm0_state1)  
(safety_fsm0_state0)  
(safety_fsm0_state1)  
(personnel_fsm0_state0)  
(personnel_fsm0_state1)  
)

( :action provide  
:parameters (?name - name ?location - location )  
:precondition (and  
)  
:effect (and  
))  

( :action call  
:parameters (?911 - 911 )  
:precondition (and  
)  
:effect (and  
))  

( :action take  
:parameters (?valuables - valuables )  
)
C.2. Learned Domain Model.

(:precondition (and (valuables_fsm0_state2))
 :effect (and (valuables_fsm0_state2))
))

(:action turn-off
 :parameters (?experiments - experiments )
 :precondition (and )
 :effect (and )
)

(:action secure
 :parameters (?valuables - valuables ?wallets - wallets )
 :precondition (and (valuables_fsm0_state2))
 :effect (and (valuables_fsm0_state2))
))

(:action using
 :parameters (?nearest - nearest ?exit - exit )
 :precondition (and )
 :effect (and )
)

(:action proceed
 :parameters (?pre-determined - pre-determined ?assembly - assembly ?area - area )
 :precondition (and )
 :effect (and )
)

(:action inform
 :parameters (?safety - safety ?personnel - personnel )
 :precondition (and )
 :effect (and )
)

(:action check
 :parameters (?doors - doors ?heat - heat )
 :precondition (and (doors_fsm0_state0))
 :effect (and (doors_fsm0_state0))
))

(:action close
 :parameters (?doors - doors )
 :precondition (and (doors_fsm0_state0))
 :effect (and (doors_fsm0_state0))
))
C.3. State Dictionary

experiments_fsm0_state0: ['end (turn-off.0)']
experiments_fsm0_state1: ['start (turn-off.0)']
valuables_fsm0_state0: ['start (take.0)']
valuables_fsm0_state1: ['end (secure.0)']
valuables_fsm0_state2: ['start (secure.0)', 'end (take.0)']
wallets_fsm0_state0: ['start (secure.1)']
wallets_fsm0_state1: ['end (secure.1)']
doors_fsm0_state0: ['start (check.0)', 'end (close.0)']
doors_fsm0_state1: ['end (check.0)']
doors_fsm0_state2: ['start (close.0)']
heat_fsm0_state0: ['end (check.1)']
heat_fsm0_state1: ['start (check.1)']
walking_fsm0_state0: ['start (avoid.0)']
walking_fsm0_state1: ['end (avoid.0)']
building_fsm0_state0: ['end (evacuate.0)']
building_fsm0_state1: ['start (evacuate.0)']
nearest_fsm0_state0: ['end (using.0)']
nearest_fsm0_state1: ['start (using.0)']
ext FSM0_state0: ['end (using.1)']
ext FSM0_state1: ['start (using.1)']
911_fsm0_state0: ['start (call.0)']
911_fsm0_state1: ['end (call.0)']
name_fsm0_state0: ['end (provide.0)']
name_fsm0_state1: ['start (provide.0)']
location_fsm0_state0: ['end (provide.1)']
location_fsm0_state1: ['start (provide.1)']
pre-determined_fsm0_state0: ['start (proceed.0)']
pre-determined_fsm0_state1: ['end (proceed.0)']
assembly_fsm0_state0: ['end (proceed.1)']
assembly_fsm0_state1: ['start (proceed.1)']
area_fsm0_state0: ['end (proceed.2)']
area_fsm0_state1: ['start (proceed.2)']
there_fsm0_state0: ['start (remain.0)']
there_fsm0_state1: ['end (remain.0)']
safety_fsm0_state0: ['end (inform.0)']
safety_fsm0_state1: ['start(inform.0)']
personnel_fsm0_state0: ['start(inform.1)']
personnel_fsm0_state1: ['end(inform.1)']
Original and Learned Tea Domain with Durative Actions

D.1. Original Tea Domain
The Tea domain has been taken from [120].

(define (domain temporalTea)
  (:requirements :strips :typing :equality :durative-actions)

 (:types mug tea teaBag milk water)

 (:predicates
  (addedTo ?m milk ?mu mug)
  (atBottomOf ?t teaBag ?m mug)
  (containedIn ?w water ?m mug)
  (drinkMade ?t tea)
  (haveDrink ?t tea)
  (handempty)
  (athome)
  (atcafe)
  (handdirty)
  (atfrontdoorhome)
  (nothanddirty))

 (:durative-action visitcafe
  :parameters (?t tea)
  :duration (= ?duration 25)
  :condition (and (at start (athome)) (at end (haveDrink ?t)))
  :effect (and (at start (not (athome))) (at start (atcafe))
            (at end (athome)) (at end (drinkMade ?t))))

 (:durative-action buytea
  :parameters (?t tea)
  :duration (= ?duration 15)
  :condition (and (at start (atcafe)))
  :effect (and (at end (haveDrink ?t)))

 (:durative-action getMilk
  :parameters (?m milk ?mu mug)
  :duration (= ?duration 2)
  :condition (and (at start (handempty)) (over all (athome)))
  :effect (and (at start (addedTo ?m ?mu)) (at start (not (handempty)))
            (at end (handdirty)) (at end (not (nothanddirty))))
( :durative-action addWater
  :parameters (?w - water ?m - mug)
  :duration (= ?duration 2)
  :condition (and (at start (handempty)) (over all (athome)))
  :effect (and (at start (containedIn ?w ?m)) (at start (not (handempty)))
            (at end (handdirty))) )

( :durative-action addTeaBag
  :parameters (?t - teaBag ?m - mug)
  :duration (= ?duration 2)
  :condition (and (at start (handempty)) (over all (athome)))
  :effect (and (at start (atBottomOf ?t ?m)) (at start (not (handempty)))
            (at end (handdirty)) (at end (not (nothanddirty))) )

( :durative-action clean
  :parameters ()
  :duration (= ?duration 1)
  :condition (and (at start (handdirty)) (over all (athome)))
  :effect (and (at start (nothanddirty)) (at start (not (handdirty)))
            (at end (handempty))) )

( :durative-action mix
  :duration (= ?duration 3)
  :condition (and (at start (handempty)) (at start (addedTo ?m ?mu))
               (at start (atBottomOf ?t ?mu)) (at start (containedIn ?w ?mu))
               (over all (athome)))
  :effect (and (at end (drinkMade ?te)) (at start (not (handempty)))
            (at end (handempty))) )
)
D.2. Learned Tea Domain

D.2.1. Input Sequence and Extracted Sequence for One-Shot Learning

NO1: Tea(1) domain(2)

NO2: Start(1) from(2) home(3) and(4) reach(5) cafe(6) for(7) your(8) tea(9) in(10) 25(11) minutes.(12)
<1> Start (home)  <2> reach (cafe)

NO3: Buy(1) tea(2) and(3) wait(4) 15(5) minutes.(6)
<3> Buy (tea)  <4> wait (minutes.)

NO4: Clean(1) your(2) hands(3) if(4) they(5) are(6) dirty(7) in(8) 1(9) minute.(10)
<5> Clean (hands)

NO5: Add(1) water(2) to(3) mug(4) which(5) takes(6) 2(7) minutes.(8)
<6> Add (water)

NO6: Pour(1) milk(2) to(3) mug(4) which(5) also(6) takes(7) 2(8) minutes.(9)
<7> Pour (milk)

NO7: Dip(1) teabag(2) into(3) mug(4) which(5) also(6) takes(7) 2(8) minutes.(9)
<8> Dip (teabag)

NO8: Mix(1) the(2) teabag(3) water(4) and(5) milk(6) in(7) your(8) mug(9) for(10) 3(11) minutes.(12)
<9> Mix (teabag, water, milk)

NO9: Your(1) delicious(2) tea(3) is(4) ready.(5)

D.2.2. NER extraction from SpaCy

The extracted time sequences were appended to most recent action. The following figure shows extracted time elements using SpaCy [61]:

Tea domain Start from home and reach cafe for your tea in 25 minutes. Buy tea and wait 15 minutes. Clean hands, if they are dirty in 1 minute. Add water to mug which takes 2 minutes. Pour milk to mug which also takes 2 minutes. Dip teabag into mug which also takes 2 minutes. Mix teabag, water and milk in your mug for 3 minutes. Your delicious tea is ready.
D.2.3. Learned Domain Model

(define (domain tea_new)
  (:requirements :typing :durative-actions)
  (:types home cafe tea 15_minutes hands water milk teabag)
  (:predicates
    (home fsm0 state0)
    (home fsm0 state1)
    (cafe fsm0 state0)
    (cafe fsm0 state1)
    (tea fsm0 state0)
    (tea fsm0 state1)
    (15_minutes fsm0 state0)
    (15_minutes fsm0 state1)
    (hands fsm0 state0)
    (hands fsm0 state1)
    (water fsm0 state0)
    (water fsm0 state1)
    (water fsm0 state2)
    (milk fsm0 state0)
    (milk fsm0 state1)
    (milk fsm0 state2)
    (teabag fsm0 state0)
    (teabag fsm0 state1)
    (teabag fsm0 state2)
  )
  (:action dip
    :parameters (? teabag - teabag )
    :duration (= ? duration 2)
    :precondition ( and
      (teabag fsm0 state1)
    )
    :effect ( and
      (teabag fsm0 state1)
    ))

  (:action mix
    :parameters (? teabag - teabag ? water - water ? milk - milk )
    :duration (= ? duration 3)
    :precondition ( and
      (teabag fsm0 state1)
      (water fsm0 state1)
      (milk fsm0 state1)
    )
    :effect ( and
      (teabag fsm0 state1)
      (water fsm0 state1)
      (milk fsm0 state1)
    ))

  (:action add
    :parameters (? water - water )
    :duration (= ? duration 2)
    :precondition ( and
      (water fsm0 state1)
    )
    :effect ( and
      (water fsm0 state1)
    ))
D.2.4. State Dictionary

home_fsm0_state0: ["end(start.0)"]
home_fsm0_state1: ["start(start.0)"]
cafe_fsm0_state0: ["end(reach.0)"]
cafe_fsm0_state1: ["start(reach.0)"]
tea_fsm0_state0: ["end(buy.0)"]
tea_fsm0_state1: ["start(buy.0)"]
15_minutes_fsm0_state0: ["start(wait.0)"]
15_minutes_fsm0_state1: ["end(wait.0)"]
hands_fsm0_state0: ["start(clean.0)"]
hands_fsm0_state1:['end(clean.0)']
water_fsm0_state0:['end(mix.1)']
water_fsm0_state1:['end(add.0)', 'start(mix.1)']
water_fsm0_state2:['start(add.0)']
milk_fsm0_state0:['start(pour.0)']
milk_fsm0_state1:['start(mix.2)', 'end(pour.0)']
milk_fsm0_state2:['end(mix.2)']
teabag_fsm0_state0:['end(mix.0)']
teabag_fsm0_state1:['start(mix.0)', 'end(dip.0)']
teabag_fsm0_state2:['start(dip.0)']
The architecture used CNN (the Q-value estimator of the DQN) in [33] was based on MGNC-CNN [133]. One such instance is for GloVe vectors with 100 dimensions for argument DQN is shown below. It considered 100 words in the first layer, each of which are represented by 300 dimensions due to repeat representation. Then convolutional filters of bigram, trigram, four-gram and five-gram are applied and the output is concatenated. We flatten the layer to 128 dimensions (Feng et al. [33]'s implementation took two convolutions per layer and had 256 dimensions at this layer), and penultimate dense layer of 256 dimensions. Finally, a 2-dimensional final layer expresses RL actions “accept” or “reject”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer (type)</th>
<th>Output Shape</th>
<th>Param #</th>
<th>Connected to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>input_2 (InputLayer)</td>
<td>(None, 100, 300, 1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv2d_5 (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 99, 1, 32)</td>
<td>19232</td>
<td>input_2[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv2d_6 (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 98, 1, 32)</td>
<td>28832</td>
<td>input_2[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv2d_7 (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 97, 1, 32)</td>
<td>38432</td>
<td>input_2[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>conv2d_8 (Conv2D)</td>
<td>(None, 96, 1, 32)</td>
<td>48032</td>
<td>input_2[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_5 (Activation)</td>
<td>(None, 99, 1, 32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>conv2d_5[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_6 (Activation)</td>
<td>(None, 98, 1, 32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>conv2d_6[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_7 (Activation)</td>
<td>(None, 97, 1, 32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>conv2d_7[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>activation_8 (Activation)</td>
<td>(None, 96, 1, 32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>conv2d_8[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_pooling2d_5 (MaxPooling2D)</td>
<td>(None, 1, 1, 32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>activation_5[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_pooling2d_6 (MaxPooling2D)</td>
<td>(None, 1, 1, 32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>activation_6[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_pooling2d_7 (MaxPooling2D)</td>
<td>(None, 1, 1, 32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>activation_7[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>max_pooling2d_8 (MaxPooling2D)</td>
<td>(None, 1, 1, 32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>activation_8[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concatenate_2 (Concatenate)</td>
<td>(None, 1, 4, 32)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>max_pooling2d_5[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>max_pooling2d_6[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>max_pooling2d_7[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>max_pooling2d_8[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flatten_2 (Flatten)</td>
<td>(None, 128)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>concatenate_2[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dense_3 (Dense)</td>
<td>(None, 256)</td>
<td>33024</td>
<td>flatten_2[0][0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dense_4 (Dense)</td>
<td>(None, 2)</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>dense_3[0][0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total params: 168,066
Trainable params: 168,066
Non-trainable params: 0